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Abstract
Approaches to Quantifying EEG Features for Design Protocol Analysis
Philon Nguyen, Ph.D.
Concordia University, 2017
Recently, physiological signals such as eye-tracking and gesture analysis, galvanic skin
response (GSR), electrocardiograms (ECG) and electroencephalograms (EEG) have been
used by design researchers to extract signiﬁcant information to describe the conceptual
design process. We study a set of video-based design protocols recorded on subjects
performing design tasks on a sketchpad while having their EEG monitored. The conceptual
design process is rich with information on how designer’s do design. Many methods exist
to analyze the conceptual design process, the most popular one being concurrent verbal
protocols. A recurring problem in design protocol analysis is to segment and code protocol
data into logical and semantic units. This is usually a manual step and little work has
been done on fully automated segmentation techniques. Also, verbal protocols are known
to fail in some circumstances such as when dealing with creativity, insight (e.g. Aha!
experience, gestalt), concurrent, nonverbalizable (e.g. facial recognition) and nonconscious
processes. We propose diﬀerent approaches to study the conceptual design process using
electroencephalograms (EEG). More speciﬁcally, we use spatio-temporal and frequency
domain features. Our research is based on machine learning techniques used on EEG
signals (functional microstate analysis), source localization (LORETA) and on a novel
method of segmentation for design protocols based on EEG features. Using these techniques,
we measure mental eﬀort, fatigue and concentration in the conceptual design process, in
addition to creativity and insight/nonverbalizable processing. We discuss the strengths and
iii
weaknesses of such approaches.
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Can the mechanics of the human mind performing easy to complex design tasks be measured
in various ways like an engineering system can be monitored and understood from its
sensors? [Sea92] argues that all mental phenomena (from pain to creativity) can be understood
by lower (e.g. pain) or higher (e.g. creativity) neurological and biological processes and are,
by extension, physically measurable. According to [Nag74], the reason why the mind remains
mysterious to the scientiﬁc method is ultimately due to a lack of knowledge. Well-known
criticisms to these two views [Wit54,Hac03] argue that the mind-body duality is an illusion
of language and that mental and biological states should be treated using diﬀerent sets
of vocabulary to avoid confusion. The end-result, the scope and applicability of current
physiological methods and the complexity of such an endeavour is eﬀectively on a completely
other scale than a regular engineering system and a lot of research in design sciences and
cognition, physiology and neurosciences has been done on the subject [Ara12,Ber37,Cho59,
KB04,Kah73, Sta04]. While not falling into the traps of a La Mettrie world view, it can
be argued that the availability of such physiological methods, within the scope of their
applicability, to support the design process and oﬀer insight on or validation of design
theories and methodologies can be invaluable [NZ16b,GEGS15,JFR+15,Goe14,NZ10a].
In our previous work, we proposed a transient microstate (i.e. a spatio-temporal feature of
1
EEGs) measure of mental eﬀort and frequency domain measures of fatigue and concentration
in the context of design protocol analysis [NNZ15a,NNZ17a]. We analyzed various metrics
of fatigue measured during the conceptual design process [NNZ16]. We also proposed a
technique to segment design protocols using transient microstates [NNZ15b,NNZ17c]. These
works follow from [NZ10a]. Furthermore, we analyzed creativity using source localization on
segments we quantiﬁed as having high concentration values [NNZ17b]. Questions we ask
ourselves are as follows:
• What are eﬀort, fatigue and concentration?
• How are they relevant to the conceptual design process?
• How can EEG quantify eﬀort, fatigue and concentration?
• How can EEG measures of eﬀort, fatigue and concentration be interpreted in the
conceptual design process?
• How can quantiﬁed measures of eﬀort, fatigue and concentration relate to design
research?
• How can EEG be used to segment the design protocols?
• Can creativity be detected using EEG?
The pros of such an EEG-based approach can be seen as follows: EEG analysis of
design cognition features form fully automated methods that can be readily integrated into
engineering systems and real-time environments. As commercial EEG headsets become more
available, less intrusive, more user friendly and comfortable to wear, a real push towards
EEG applications can be seen in the market [BLC+04]. Measures of fatigue have been
incorporated in vehicular security systems [SB15]. While it is objective and does not suﬀer
from intra or post-hoc imprecisions like traditional expert-driven analysis, it may suﬀer from
false positives (as most pattern recognition methods do).
The cons of such an approach would then be as follows: EEG analysis does not replace
2
traditional design protocol analysis or expert-driven analysis, but rather serves as a comple-
ment. The algorithmics required to solve a speciﬁc problem pertaining to design (e.g. can a
design protocol be signiﬁcantly segmented using EEG) may take time to be developed if
they can be developed at all in the current state of research. When applicable, physiological
methods and EEG allow us to glimpse at and see cognitive structures that would remain
unseen using traditional methods while some evidence shows that some EEG based methods
can emulate simple design protocol analysis [NNZ15b].
While EEG excels at measuring states of mind (e.g. eﬀort, fatigue, concentration), the
question of the applicability of EEG analysis to higher complex cognitive tasks remains an
open question. An early critic [GZD+79] argues that complex cognitive tasks could not
be distinguished using EEG patterns in their three sets of experiments (serial addition,
letter substitution, block rotation). [PRCS00] argues that complex cognitive tasks can be
distinguished using pattern recognition in the context of Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI)
modulo false positives.
In this thesis, we address the following 7 hypotheses using quantitative EEG analysis on
design protocol data:
Hypothesis 1. Design protocol segmentation using EEG is a feasible method.
A common technical point in our research is the conversion of EEG feature curves (which
are too high frequency to be analyzed in the context of design research) into time points
using clustering that can be synced to a video protocol. Eﬀectively, our data consisted of
EEGs monitored on subjects who were asked to solve easy to complex design tasks on a
sketchpad. The sketchpad recordings provided the video protocols.
Hypothesis 2. Mental eﬀort can be measured using transient microstates.
In our previous research [NNZ15a], we ﬁnd that transient microstate percentages correlate
with mental eﬀort measured using subjective ratings. This can be understood by seeing that,
as scalp ﬁeld maps change their conﬁguration in a more transient manner (short lasting
3
Figure 1.1: Illustration of our 7 research hypotheses.
.
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conﬁguration changes), the brain is using more energy and this is more likely to correlate
with mental eﬀort.
Hypothesis 3. Eﬀort (and by extension fatigue) is subject to an ice-breaking and end of
task phenomena during the conceptual design process.
In our design protocol, although tasks were easy at ﬁrst fatigue was high and eﬀort low,
which could be interpreted through phenomena such as ice-breaking or boredom [Cha13]).
At the end of the design protocol. although tasks were hard, eﬀort was also low and fatigue
high. Spikes of fatigue at the end of the design protocols can be due to prolonged and
sustained eﬀort during the experiments [Ara12]. Spikes at the beginning of the design
protocol reiterate sound design methodologies which advocate the usefulness of warm-up
problems in design problem solving [WSJ13].
Hypothesis 4. Fatigue and eﬀort follow a capacity model.
The capacity theory of mental states [Kah73] states that ‘a capacity theory is a theory
of how one pays attention to objects and to acts.”
Hypothesis 5. Fatigue is multidimensional.
[De 05,Hoc13] argue that diﬀerent types of fatigue (physical, mental, drowsniness) are
routinely confused with each other in research, being multidimensional in nature.
Hypothesis 6. Concentration follows a modal shift model during the conceptual design
process.
In [Cro01], a modal shift theory of creativity is discussed. Following this theory, our
research shows that concentration occurs in highly transient beta band segmentations of
design protocols and would be related to creativity. Furthermore, [NZ12c] describes creativity
as a sequence of iterates that can fall into a chaotic pattern.
Hypothesis 7. Modal shifts in concentration indicate creativity.
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After having identiﬁed segments where modal shifts in concentration were occurring,
we used the LORETA source localization algorithm [PMML94b] to identify the regions of
the brain that were active during such modal shifts. Cross-checking with the physiology
and neurology literature, we found that the prefrontal cortex, the basal ganglia and the
superior temporal gyrus were active. These are regions associated with creativity [dGT+14,
GYdL+13, Die04, HNB03]. Furthermore, it is an open debate in the design literature
whether nonconscious processing (nonverbalizable processing) is signiﬁcant. Using source
localization, we determine what hemispheres of the brain are active during modal shifts in
concentration. It is known that the left hemisphere indicates processing related to logic,
analytical thinking and language while the right hemisphere indicates creativity, insight and
intuition [Orn77,Gaz67].
1.1 Previous Work at the Concordia Design Lab
The Concordia Design Lab has pioneered research in Design Engineering from the perspective
of Environment-Based Design [Zen11] which extends Axiomatic Theory of Design Modeling
(ATDM) [Zen02]. The approach is formal, focusing on the recursive nature of design thinking.
ADTM explored, using abstract algebra, the very ﬂuid notion of design logic while the
environment-based formulation of design problems focused on the notion of automation of
the design process by recursively iterating the environment/solution space using, notably,
natural language processing techniques such as the ROM diagram [Zen08]. In [NZ12c],
it is found that creativity follows a nonlinear model where Problem-Knowledge-Solution
triplets evolve iteratively from one state to the other. In the context of this foundational
research, the Design Lab started interesting itself on how biometric signals (e.g. eye-tracking,
electrocardiograms (ECG) and skin conductivity) and, among them, electroencephalograms
(EEG) could help understand design thinking in a formal and scientiﬁc way.
The analysis of biometric signals in the context of Design Engineering was undertaken
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in a series of publications. The Design Lab has more speciﬁcally focused on mental stress,
mental eﬀort and workload. It has also focused on the study of creativity and solution
generation in relation with mental stress.
In the context of gesture analysis, [TZ09] discuss the use of kinesics in the study of
mental stress in the conceptual design process. It is found that mental stress is closely
related to body movement (kinesics). A combined study of EEG and Heart Rate Variability
(HRV) is proposed in [NZ14b]. It is found that mental eﬀort is at its lowest when stress is
at its highest. [XNZ14] discuss the use of Galvanic Skin Response (GSR) in the study of
mental workload as a determinant factor aﬀecting creativity. It is found that GSR values
vary signiﬁcantly from rest state to workstate. In [NXZ13], HRV, EEG and gesture analysis
are used in combination to study the relationship between design activities and mental
stress. More speciﬁcally, it was found that design activities were less predominant when
stress increases, while no correlation was found between types of design activities and mental
stress. In the analysis, the design protocols were segmented and HRV data were associated
to the segments; classiﬁcation was then used to distinguish levels of stress. In [NZ16b],
self-rated reports on stress and mental eﬀort were compared with EEG frequency domain
features measuring the same states (i.e. using the beta bandwith). Mental stress was again
assessed using EEG and eye-tracking experiments in [PDY+09]. Strong correlation between
emotional states and recorded physiological signals was found.
In direct relation to our current research, the idea that design protocols can be segmented
using EEG was brought forth in [NZ10a]. Frequency domain features were used on diﬀerent
channels. It is found that the subjects spent more eﬀort in visual thinking during the
solution generation than that in solution evaluation. Clustering of EEG frequency domain
features was studied in [NZ12a]. Clusters were associated to design activities such as solution
expression, solution generation, knowledge search, requirements analysis and requirement
evaluation. A recent paper of the Design Lab [LNZH16] discusses how Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) can be used to ﬁnd relationships between diﬀerent EEG frequency domain
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features. Fixation in design was studied in [NZ16a].
1.2 New Contributions
In our work, we extend the work done by the Design Lab on biometric signal analysis of
design (more speciﬁcally, using EEG) with new EEG methods of analysis. More speciﬁcally,
we propose a measure of mental eﬀort based on transient microstates [NNZ15a]. Microstate
analysis was pioneered by D. Lehmann in [LOP87]. We propose a new method to segment
EEG using transient microstates. EEG segmentation is typically too high frequency to
be useful in protocol analysis, so we developed an algorithmic layer to associate EEG
segmentations of EEG feature curves to protocol data [NNZ15b]. We also propose a method
to validate and compare EEG based segmentation with protocol segmentation performed
by human experts [NNZ17c]. We found that EEG based segmentation compares well with
basic segmentation performed by human experts while being able to detect cognitive state
that were invisible to the human expert in the underlying video protocols. We also propose
a method to compare and validate diﬀerent EEG feature curves with each other. More
speciﬁcally, we ﬁnd that diﬀerent EEG metrics of fatigue do not correlate with each other
necessarily, which leads to believe that diﬀerent EEG metrics of fatigue measure diﬀerent
types of fatigue [NNZ16]. We propose a general algorithmic framework to monitor eﬀort,
fatigue and concentration during the design process and test our analysis against diﬀerent
results in the cognitive and design literature on eﬀort, fatigue and concentration [NNZ17a].
Finally, we use the LORETA source localization algorithm to determine if creativity in
design activates regions of the brain related to verbalization or insight (left-right hemisphere
theory). An open question in the design literature is whether nonverbalizable processes are





The clothing iron can be seen as an example, albeit trivial, of how design theories and
methodologies impact design itself. The history of the clothing iron dates back to 1st century
BC China. Irons were initially heated on charcoal before the idea of incorporating the
charcoal itself in the iron was discovered (cf. Figure 2.1). Ironing was then performed by
specialized people. In XIXth century Europe, charcoal was replaced by fuel (gas or kerosene).
The devices were hefty and heavy. With the emergence of plastic and polymers, the design
of irons was made lighter and electricity then allowed for heated elements to replace the
hazardous fuel. Modern irons are therefore cost eﬀective and safe to use and ironing can be
even performed by an unexperienced person. These modern irons even incorporate water as
a means to smooth out the cloth.
The evolution of the design of the iron clearly follows the evolution of the history of
technical capabilities (fuel, electricity, plastic) but is not solely determined by it. Indeed,
the evolution of the iron may shed some light in design theory and methodology.
A common adage in design history is “Form follows Function”. In the case of the
evolution of the iron, all models had the same end function (to iron clothing) and it is
9
(a) Early iron design (b) Charcoal iron (c) Modern iron
Figure 2.1: Diﬀerent design of the clothing iron. Early models (a) were heated on charcoal
before incorporating the charcoal in the design (b). The modern iron (c) is multi-functional,
safe and easy to use.
safe to say that the adage would need to be upgraded to multi-functional purposes to be
still valid (as the modern iron is clearly a combination of multiple functions). In terms of
design theories, Adaptable Design [GHN04] focuses on reusing existing designs to increase
the lifetime of a product design. This reuse is stated as an iterative and recursive process
of design in contemporary design theories such as Axiomatic Theory of Design Modeling
(ATDM) [Zen02] or C-K Theory [HW09]. C-K Theory splitting functions [LHW15] let us
see the hybrid nature of the modern iron from the perspective of management of innovation
(e.g. is the modern iron an iron or a water sprayer). The iterative nature of design creativity
is stressed in the Nonlinear Theory of Design creativity of [NZ12c] as an extension theory of
ATDM. As diﬀerent instances of the clothing iron appear in the history of its design, we see
an additional iteration in the design process occurring. The problem domain changes and
the solution domain follows. Other perspectives can be taken on the evolution of the clothing
iron. Axiomatic Design [Suh90] would stress out the existence of customer requirements (e.g.
the iron needs to spray water) while Environment Based Design [Zen11] iteration would
generate a ROM diagram [Zen08] stressing out environment constraints arising from the
design of the modern iron (e.g. the iron needs to be used in a domestic environment and
hence be safe).
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The study of design and design theories or methodologies allows us to understand and
improve the design process. While the case of the clothing iron may be only a toy example,
complex products, processes and services would follow the same reasoning grids. Design
is a pre-development phase of product engineering and good designs can save money, time
and provide added-value to products, processes and services. It is therefore important
to understand design as theories and as methodologies to improve the overall product
development and lifecycle. The design of products furthermore impacts society as a whole
by providing the tools and processes with which it realizes itself.
Although design theories and methodologies may seem reasonable, they sometimes need
to be validated scientiﬁcally. The validation of design theories and methodologies is a ﬁeld
where physiological studies of design may provide a solution.
From the second half of the 20th century and the early 21st century, there have been
numerous attempts at deﬁning design theory in engineering ranging from prescriptive models
to formal models and generative models. Early design theories attempted to provide formal
processes and prescriptive background for the study of design (60’s, 80’s and early 90’s) while
later theories (2000’s) attempt at deﬁning generative frameworks where design is actuated.
2.1.1 Early Theories: Prescriptive Models
The Theory of Inventive Problem Solving (TRIZ) is a ﬁrst notable theory and was sketched
in 1947 and published later on by [Alt84]. It is an early prescriptive model of design aimed
at understanding and deﬁning hard problems by proposing a range of solution strategies
classiﬁed in 40 principles. Strategies are formal and include contradiction matrices. Among
the contradictions that can be found in the TRIZ analytical model are administrative
contradictions (e.g. contradictions between needs and abilities), technical contradictions (i.e.
contradictions within the technology used) and physical contradictions (i.e. contradictions
in the physical requirements of a product). The Analysis, Synthesis and Evaluation Model
(ASE) by [Jon63] is another early prescriptive model deﬁning the design process as a
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linear process involving analysis, synthesis and evaluation. The Analysis phase consists
in “listing all design requirements and the reduction of these to a complete set of logically
related performance speciﬁcation” [Jon63] (much akin to functional and non-functional
requirements). The Synthesis phase consists in “ﬁnding possible solutions for each individual
performance speciﬁcation and building up complete designs from these with least possible
compromise” [Jon63]. The notions of least possible compromise already echoes a later design
theory, Decision-Based Design. The Evaluation phase consists in “evaluating the accuracy
with which alternative designs fulﬁll performance requirements for operation, manufacture
and sales before the ﬁnal design is selected” [Jon63]. A variation of the ASE model proposes
a cyclical process involving analysis, synthesis and evaluation which may remind of more
contemporary design theories insistence on iterative and recursive processes.
2.1.2 Formal Approaches
Following these early models, a set of formal approaches were devised. The General Design
Theory [Yos81] is an early precursor theory which deﬁnes the theory of design through
mathematics [Rei95] that was initially conceived to construct CAD systems in a scientiﬁc
manner. The Theory of Technical Systems [HE88] and Systematic Design Theory [GWW88]
are models where the goal is to “derive rules for the development of technical systems from
the system elements and their relationships” [PBFG07]. It brings forth in design theory the
notion of interrelated atoms. Axiomatic Design [Suh90] analyzes the production of functional
requirements from customer requirements. Axiomatic Design incorporates two general
axioms: ﬁrst, functional requirements should be functionally independent and, second, the
design should be compact. The Function-Behavior-Structure (FBS) Model [Ger90] deﬁnes an
ontology (a computer-processable semantic deﬁnition) which is often used in protocol analysis
to extract information pertinent on Function, Behaviour and Structure as its constructing
atoms. By deﬁning an ontology, protocol analysis can be extended to analyze behaviour in
design, design modeling and design processes through operators on its base atoms. Total
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Table 2.1: Chronology of a few remarkable design theories
Theory Name Authors Notable Publication Name Year
Theory of Inventive Problem
Solving (TRIZ)
G.S. Altshuller Creativity as an Exact Science: The theory
of the solutions of inventive problems
1947
Analysis, Synthesis and Evalu-
ation (ASE)
J.C. Jones A Method of Systematic Design 1963





Extended General Design Theory 1985
Theory of Technical Systems V. Hubka and W.
Eder
Theory of Technical System 1988
Systematic Design Theory G. Pahl, W. Beitz
and K. Wallace
Engineering Design: A systematic approach 1988
Set Based Design A. C. Ward Mechanical Design Compilers 1989
SBF Model A. Goel The Principles of Design 1990
Axiomatic Design N. Suh The Principles of Design 1990
FBS Model J. Gero Design Prototypes: A Knowledge Representa-
tion Schema for Design
1990
Total Design S. Pugh Total Design: Integrated methods for success-
ful product engineering
1991
Recursive Logic of Design Y. Zeng and G.D.
Cheng
On the Logic of Design 1991
Decision-Based Design Theory G.A. Hazelrigg Systems Engineering: An approach to
information-based design
1996
Formal Design Theory D. Braha and O.
Maimon
A Mathematical Theory of Design: Founda-




J. Gero Artiﬁcial Intelligence in Design ’00 2000
Science-based Product Design Y. Zeng and P. Gu A Science-based Approach to Product Design
Theory (Part I and II)
1999
Axiomatic Theory of Design
Modeling
Y. Zeng Axiomatic Theory of Design Modeling 2002
Coupled Design Process D. Braha and Y.
Reich
Topological Structures for Modeling Engi-
neering Design Processes
2003
C-K Theory A. Hatchuel and B.
Weil





Y. Zeng Environment-Based Formulation of Design
Problem
2004




Infused Design O. Shai and Y.
Reich
Infused Design: I. Theory 2004
Aﬀordance Based Design J.R.A. Maier and
G.M. Fadel




Design [Pug91] aims at deﬁning customer requirements. In the words of its author, “Total
Design is the systematic activity necessary, from the identiﬁcation of the market/user need,
to the selling of the successful product to satisfy that need an activity that encompasses
product, process, people and organization”. Decision-Based Design Theory [Haz96] models
the design process as a set of decision, hence incorporating the large compendium of work
from decision sciences. A decision is seen as a selection-compromise pair.
2.1.3 Contemporary Theories: Generative Models
Following these formal approaches, a set of generative approaches can be found in the
literature where design is seen as a set of atoms on which operators are applied. These
approaches are often based on mathematical formulations of design. A contemporary ﬁrst
formulation of design using abstract algebra and recursive logic can be found in [ZC91].
Applications of the theory to product design can be found in [ZG99a,ZG99b]. Formal Design
Theory [BM98] brings a formal model of design based on set theory [Zen02]. Bringing set
theory to design theory was precursor of C-K Theory and Axiomatic Theory of Design
Modeling (ATDM). Coupled Design Process [BR03] is a clariﬁcation of Formal Design Theory
which takes the General Design Theory as a special case of the framework. By recasting
the ASE model and Axiomatic Design’s focus on speciﬁcation, it describes an iterative
process of reﬁnement of speciﬁcation, synthesis and reﬁnement of solution in a set-theoretical
framework. ATDM [Zen02] brings recursive logic in design theory models such as ASE and
like Formal Design Theory is set theoretical (however, uncertainty is handled by removing the
membership function [Ngu16] - hence becoming a set theory without the Axiom of Choice). In
computational sciences, it is well-known that a recursive language is Church-Turing complete.
ATDM therefore brings set theoretical theories to the level of computational completeness.
Infused Design [SR04] formally describes how collaboration and concurrent engineering
occurs in design through the use of the concept of combinatorial-representations. Exchange of
information is multidisciplinary. C-K Theory [HW03,HW09] is a generative approach similar
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to Chomsky linguistics with a focus on management of innovation. Chomsky’s generative
approach was a criticism of structuralism and post-structuralist theories and although it
is largely seen as correct, the deﬁnition of a general set of eﬀective generating functions
for language, and by extension conceptual design, remains ill-deﬁned, a case-by-case study.
Generative approaches can be paralleled with computation theory where the generating
function is a recursive language. C-K Theory splitting function [LHW15] aims at deﬁning
a base operator for C-K theories and the Twizy vehicle by Renault is largely seen as a
productive example of the method by fuzzifying concepts: is the Twizy a motorcycle? is
it a car? Environment-Based Design (EBD) [Zen04,Zen11] extends ATDM to incorporate
environment as an element of analysis by identifying conﬂict and through a dialectical
and recursive approach generate a solution. Like C-K Theory and the earlier ADTM, the
approach is recursive and generative but, rather than focusing on the concept-knowledge pair,
takes the general concept of an environment as its ambient space. The ROM diagram [Zen08]
is an artifact of the EBD method. The generative operators of EBD are the structure
operator, the union operator and the interaction operator which eﬀectively deﬁne a recursive
dynamic system of the design process.
An interesting initiative for design theory can be found in the Artiﬁcial Intelligence-Based
Design model [Ger00] aimed at incorporating the signiﬁcant advances in computational
sciences to the ﬁeld of design theory. Other less theoretical and more pragmatic methods
include Adaptable Design [GHN04] which addresses the lifecycle of the product by proposing
the notions of design and product adaptability (how proven processes and designs can be
reused and how products are reused to extend their service life).
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.2 Physiological Studies of Design: Eﬀort, Fatigue and Con-
centration
As medical and physiological research becomes widespread and accessible, the usage of
physiology to understand human-centric phenomena using human-centric approaches becomes
of interest. A list of EEG studies of design can be found in Table 2.2. Physiological studies
of design research have coexisted with the timeline of important design theories since the
late 90’s, with a surge in the 2010’s, by oﬀering human-centric deﬁnitions and measurements
of an inherently human-centric phenomenon, design. They are scientiﬁc studies of design
aiming at using the measurable physiology of the designer to reveal patterns in the design
process. They provide an objective glimpse into the human phenomenon. The object of
study is a design protocol where human physiological signals are measured. Physiological
studies of design methods can be seen as empirical bottom-up approach where the design
protocol and the patterns extracted from the physiological signals constitute the base of
analysis.
2.2.1 Cognitive Aspects of Mental Eﬀort
Eﬀort can be commonly deﬁned as how hard someone tries to do something [Sta04]. It
is described as “spending energy and consequently experiencing a feeling of strain, thus
ultimately investing a limited energetic resource to perform a mental task” [OZG93]. The
notion that eﬀort is like a feeling, “a conscious appraisal of one’s own state”, is discussed
in [Dam99, OZG93]. Mental eﬀort is also often deﬁned in terms of cognitive resource
allocation [Hee86] measured through subjective ratings [HRC+15,ZPR+12]. The Rating
Scale Mental Eﬀort (RSME) [OZG93] is such a subjective rating framework.
It is interesting to deﬁne mental eﬀort through its immediate correlates. Mental eﬀort is
often associated to cognitive load. [Swe88] deﬁnes cognitive load as “the total amount of
mental eﬀort being used in the working memory” and it was initially used to study problem
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Figure 2.2: Kahneman’s capacity model theory [Kah73]: A mental state is an activator that
regulates the capacity of another mental state.
.
solving. [Swe88] deﬁnes three types of cognitive loads: intrinsic (inherent level of diﬃculty of
a task), extraneous (caused by the manner in which information is presented) and germane
(associated to schema learning and automation). Cognitive load theory is often used in
instructional sciences and aims at decreasing extraneous mental load and increase germane
load [Swe88]. [DM08] measures cognitive load through self-report scales, response time to a
secondary visual monitoring task and a diﬃculty rating scale. [Kre15] proposes to replace the
concept of Cognitive Load (CL) with Mental Load (ML) and Mental Eﬀort (ME). Mental
eﬀort is also shown to highly correlate with perceived task diﬃculty [Sta04]. Kahneman
shows that eﬀort is tightly linked to performance [Sta04]. [Fai01,Sta04] note that [Kah73]
was “the ﬁrst to conclusively link mental eﬀort to attention control within an information
processing model”. [Kah73] also discusses a capacity model between eﬀort and arousal: high
levels of arousal increase the capacity for eﬀort and vice-versa. By doing so, he eﬀectively
initiated capacity theories of mental states. Figure 2.2 illustrates the capacity theory of
mental states. Following this capacity model theory, [YN04,Sta04] argue that motivation,
performance and, by extension, eﬀort (eﬀort being correlated to performance measured
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as the number of successful tasks executed divided by the total number of tasks) follow a
capacity model. [Kah73] also argued that the best physiological concomittant for eﬀort was
pupillary dilation while providing cases where such a concomittant fails (i.e. autonomic
responses, muscle strain and anxiety also cause pupillary dilation). A bell-curve relation
between mental eﬀort and stress was found in [NZ14b]. Eﬀort and stress were also linked to
kinesics and eye-tracking experiments in [TZ09].
Many metrics of mental eﬀort have been proposed. Subjective ratings are discussed
in [PV93]. Heart rate and blood pressure are addressed in [FCH+05]. Task-involved pupillary
response is advocated in [GASD96,Kah73]. Metabolic measures (more speciﬁcally, blood
glucose) are proposed in [FH04]. [WFG+15] monitors brain (with EEG) and physiological
(ECG, Galvanic Skin Response (GSR)) signals to assess mental eﬀort produced by users
performing 3D object manipulation tasks. [HRC+15] discusses the use of Subjective Rating
of Mental Eﬀort (SRME) and Simple Reaction Time (SRT) on a vibrotactile stimulus-
monitoring secondary task as means to measure mental eﬀort. [ZPR+12] conﬁrms that
performance correlates with mental eﬀort measured through rating scales, pupillary responses
or heart-rate variability.
It is known that eﬀort aggregates from sustained mental strain on given tasks [De 05].
Hypothesis 3 addresses the problem of deﬁning activation patterns and loci of eﬀort in the
conceptual design process.
As a challenge to Hypothesis 4, [De 05] argues that mental fatigue and eﬀort should
correlate positively. Our research shows evidence of a capacity model of fatigue and eﬀort.
This discrepancy is mainly due to a diﬀerence in the deﬁnition of eﬀort. [De 05] deﬁnes
eﬀort as a decrement or increment in performance whereas we deﬁne it as an allocation of
cognitive resources (transient microstates). The question is: does the relationship between
fatigue and eﬀort correlates positively or follows a capacity model (negative correlation) (cf.
Hypothesis 4). Following the capacity theory of mental states, higher levels of fatigue would
produce less capacity for eﬀort and inversely less fatigue would produce more capacity for
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eﬀort.
[OZG93] argue that being aware of levels of mental eﬀort investment provides information
about the sustainability of a current activity. This becomes invaluable in the context of
design problem solving, quality and performance. [Fai01,Sta04] argue that “an increase of
mental eﬀort is associated with an increased ﬁdelity of self-monitoring, eﬀective memory
retrieval, and analytical processing of a problem space”.
2.2.2 Cognitive Aspects of Fatigue
Physical fatigue is deﬁned in [CN14] as “the temporary physical inability of a muscle to
function normally” while mental fatigue is “the temporary inability to maintain optimal
cognitive performance”. [De 05] deﬁnes mental fatigue through its correlates as a decrement
in performance due to excess eﬀort. In an early work on fatigue, [Ara12,KDKM12] ﬁnd that
“diﬃcult and disagreeable continued work brings about a decrease in the eﬃciency of the
function exercised”. Mental fatigue has been studied extensively in cognitive science in the
context of medical research as it often co-occurs with signiﬁcant medical conditions and
diseases [SGD+14, O¨BrW05,TJD+04]. Sleep disorder have been extensively studied using
EEG and fMRI in [HDVDS10,DDVS+09,DVDP+07]. In medical practice, the mainstream
approach to diagnosing fatigue still remains symptomatic (e.g. fever, pain, nausea) and
based on disease and medical condition co-occurrence (e.g. pregnancy, HIV, Thyroid function
tests) [Dav16]. [Hoc13,De 05] argue that fatigue is a multidimensional concept (cf. Hypothesis
5). They note that diﬀerent types of fatigue are routinely confused in research.
Subjective rating tests of fatigue remain the main tool in medical research. Psychomotoric
Vigilance Test (PVT), the Stanford Sleepiness Scale (SSS), Digit Symbol Substitution
Task (DSST) and Serial Addition/Sub-Traction Task (SAST) are used in [VMMD73] to
measure mental fatigue in a study of the eﬀect of sleep depravation and fatigue on cognitive
performance. These tests are post-hoc and not monitored in real-time due to the required
interaction with subjects. [NZ16b] shows how stress and eﬀort can impact post-hoc self
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assessment tests.
In industry, fatigue has been said to be the main cause of industrial accidents. More
speciﬁcally, “most of the spectacular failures in process control that have resulted in the
world’s largest industrial accidents have occurred in the small hours of the morning when
the circadian rhythm is lowest and operator fatigue itself peaks” [Des12]. [BRSU09] shows
that sleep depravation reduces the performance (in terms of accuracy and response time)
of subjects performing number comparison tasks. In this context, physiological metrics of
fatigue have been integrated as fatigue detection systems in vehicles [SB15].
2.2.3 Cognitive Aspects of Concentration
Concentration“means a work state where cognitive resources are assigned to target work”
[SOM+13]. The deﬁnitions of concentration and attention are often blurred. “Attention is a
multidimensional term that refers to at least three diﬀerent cognitive processes -concentration
or eﬀortful awareness, selectivity of perception, or the ability to coordinate two or more
skills at the same time” [Mor12]. According to [Kah73], arousal and attention follow the
same capacity model as arousal and eﬀort. Dysfunction in attention control (i.e. aberrant
salience) is theorized to be diagnosed in schizophrenic disorders [Kap03]. In the medical
literature, concentration is mostly studied in the context of learning disorders [DCMG01].
The Attention Network Test (ANT) is a measure of attention used in medical research (in
the context of Attention Deﬁcit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) and is described in [ASL08].
In EEG analysis, concentration is associated to the beta band [BBGW08]. A terminological
distinction should be made about beta waves: while the physiology literature often associates
the beta waves with ”arousal”, we can safely infer that this is not the same arousal as the
one mentioned in [Kah73] as there is no clear correlate between beta waves and pupillary
dilation. Furthermore, our research shows no positive correlation between beta waves and
mental eﬀort which should occur in a capacity model theoretical setting if beta waves be
associated to arousal.
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Figure 2.3: (left) Regions of the brain. (right) Functions of the left/right hemispheres.
.
In [Cro01], “an aspect of cognitive strategy that emerges from several studies is that,
especially during creative periods of conceptual design, designers alternate rapidly in shifts
of attention between diﬀerent aspects of their task, or between diﬀerent modes of activity”.
More speciﬁcally, these shifts, termed ”modal shifts”, seem to be indicative of designer
creativity. “The apparent importance of frequent shifts of attention or activity mode in
inﬂuencing either the creativity or overall quality of the design concepts produced” is
discussed in [Cro01,CCD94]. [NZ12c] describes creativity as a sequence of iterates that can
fall into a chaotic state. In our research, we found that concentration (beta band) was better
understood using the concept of ”modal shifts” as segments of the protocol data where
subjects were performing tabula rasa sequences (erasing their prior design and replacing
it with a new one) were associated with high levels of short duration segments in the beta
feature segmentation (cf. Hypothesis 6).
2.3 Neurological Aspects of Creativity
The left/right brain paradigm was pioneered by Robert Sperry using the so-called “split
brain” experiment [Gaz67]. “Split brain” experiments are cognitive experiments on subjects
whose corpus callosi (the neurological structure that connects the left and right hemisphere of
the brain) has been severed surgically notably as a treatment for epilepsy. More speciﬁcally,
when such subjects were presented with a visual stimulus to their left brain, they were unable
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to verbalize it as information was not transferred to their right hemisphere which is known to
process visual information. Using these type of experiments, it was found (cf. Figure 1(right))
that the left hemisphere is responsible for analytic though, logic, language, reasoning and
writing whereas the right hemisphere is responsible for creativity, imagination, intuition,
insight, holistic thought, music and form recognition [Orn77]. Also, the left hemisphere
controls the sensory functions of the right side of the body while the right hemisphere
controls the sensory functions of the left side of the body.
In recent functional imaging experiments, it is found that the prefrontal cortex (PFC)
plays a crucial role in creative tasks [dGT+14,GYdL+13]. In these assessments, creativity
was often measured using standardized tests of divergent thinking or the Torrance Test
of Creative Thinking [Tor04]. Subjects aﬀected with neurodegenerative diseases of the
frontal lobes often saw a decrease in their Torrance test score although some notable
exceptions to the rule were reported (perhaps due to neuroplasticity). [JSB+10] correlates
cortical thickness to higher performance in Creative Achievement Questionnaire (CAQ)
tests. Furthermore, it was found that activation of subregions in the lingual gyrus correlated
negatively with the Composite creativity Index (CCI) while the right posterior cingulate
correlated positively. [HNB03,Die04] discuss whether creativity engages predominantly the
frontal lobes or posterior brain regions and subcortical structures (basal ganglia).
Evidence that creativity is hard to verbalize can be found in such the concepts that go
as far back as the Wechsler Intelligence Scale [Wec44], insight (Aha! experience) [JBBH+04]
and creative “ﬂow” (the feeling of being fully immersed and focused in an activity [Csi96]).
More speciﬁcally, the Wechsler Intelligence Scale also emphasizes non-verbal performance
in contrast to other scales such as the Binet test which overly emphasizes on language
and verbal skills. In an fMRI study, [JBBH+04] ﬁnds that subjects solving problems using
insight solutions (Aha! experience) had increased sudden ﬂashes of activity in the right
hemisphere anterior superior temporal gyrus. In another fMRI study, [LCX+04] shows that
improvising musicians (i.e. nonverbalizable and insight task) saw lower activity in their
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dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and increased activity in their medial prefrontal cortex (cf.
Figure 2.3(left)).
2.4 Design Protocol Analysis and Automated Methods
In the movie HER (2013), Theodore is a lonely writer who develops an unlikely relationship
with his operating system, Samantha. One of the scenes that impressed viewers occurs while
Theodore is playing a next-generation immersive video game:
THEODORE (playing a video game): I have been going in circles for an hour. . .
SAMANTHA OPERATING SYSTEM (giggles): Ok. . . You have got. . . You are just not being
very optimistic. . . You are being very stubborn right now. . . Stop walking the structure. . . It is
the other way!
THEODORE: Hum. . .
SAMANTHA OPERATING SYSTEM: Thank you. . . thank you. . . The tunnel on the left is the
only one we haven’t tried. . .
THEODORE: No, I think that’s the one you sent me where I suddenly fell down the pit. . .
SAMANTHA OPERATING SYSTEM: OK. . . I don’t think so. . .
THEODORE: Hum. . . Yeah. . . This is diﬀerent. . .
What impressed most computer scientists, engineers and video game fans is the way the
AI’s in the movie were able to sense the emotions of their users and the environment they
are evolving in. In the conversation above, the Samantha OS is clearly sensing Theodore’s
perception of the game’s hardness and interacting with him based on this evoked hardness.
One of the problems posed by the Samantha OS paradigm is the measurement of a problem’s
perceived hardness. Measuring a problem’s perceived hardness is eﬀectively a window into
human intelligence and ability.
The above dialogue is also an instance of a design protocol. More speciﬁcally, it is an
instance of an informal reporting design protocol. The dynamics of aﬀect and eﬀect are
clear in this dialogue.
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A design protocol is an artifact resulting from a design process. Like in the Samantha-
Theodore dialogue quoted above, an individual playing a video game is also creating a
design protocol artifact. While a design protocol can take the form of an audio or video
recordings, a sketch or a report, analyses of design protocol data can be an annotated
video of a design process, coarse encodings [USD87], structured encodings of the design
process [EG87,MGW98,GM98] or a diagram such as a linkograph [Gol90,KG08,KG09] or a
spiderweb [MES+09].
Three main techniques for creating design protocols are discussed in the literature on
the subject: simultaneous thinking aloud techniques (concurrent verbal protocols) during
which a subject performing a design task simultaneously describes and comments on his
design process [EG87,MGW98], informal reporting in which an observer takes notes and asks
question to the subject performing a design task [EG87] and retrospective protocol analysis
techniques in which the subject comments on his design process after having performed
it [EG87].
The Delft protocols are a set of design protocols typically recorded from engineering and
architectural design meetings. The Delft protocols are an example of experiments where
diﬀerent researchers were asked to reﬂect on a set of design protocols [CCD96]. More recent
work has revisited the concept [ML09].
A recurring problem in design protocol analysis is to then segment the design protocol
into logical and semantic units. Diﬀerent types of logical and semantic units can be
found in the literature on the subject. Earlier papers such as [USD87] proposed coarse
functional breakdowns as a means to segment the design protocol data. Later papers such
as [EG87,MGW98,GM98] proposed coding schemes such as problem domain, microstrategies
(e.g. problem analysis, solution synthesis and evaluation), macrostrategies (e.g. top-down,
bottom-up, decomposing the problem, backtracking and opportunistic) and FBS encodings
(Function-Behaviour-Structure). It can be noted that FBS encodings are ontologies and
typical ontology tools and techniques may be applied. The particular encoding of a design
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episode into atoms is ﬁrst agreed upon by domain experts and then used to segment the
design protocol. The process is manual and often iterated to alleviate imprecisions. More
recent papers such as [KG08] discuss the dynamics of design protocols by adding temporality
and interaction to these design atoms: the design protocol data is segmented into design
moves and these design moves are linked together depending on what move is a predecessor
or successor to another move. The resulting diagram is called a linkograph. More speciﬁcally,
linkographs can be applied to design processes which have multiple participants. The
linkograph then measures the extent to which the participants cooperated by measuring the
extent to which a design move from a given participant was a predecessor or a successor of
another participant’s design move. Furthermore, [KG09] discusses linkographs built over
FBS segmentations. In this particular case, it is interesting to note that links between a
Structure segment and a Behaviour segment are said to be illustrative of the analysis process.
Function-Function links or Behaviour-Behaviour links are then analyzed to be reﬂection on
a Function or on Behaviour respectively. If the FBS encoding has 3 codes (in some cases
FBS encodings have more than the basic Function, Behaviour and Structure codes), then 9
such links are possible each carrying particular semantics. These links are qualiﬁed by the
authors as process types. Another diagram used in design protocol analysis is the spiderweb
discussed in [MES+09]: topics extracted from a design protocol are organized around a
spiderweb and links between topics denote that the topic is being discussed at a given time.
The time dimension is then radial to the spiderweb and the diagram can illustrate succinctly
how topics re-emerge during the design protocol. The logical unit of the analysis is then
the design topic. Spiderweb diagrams are to be put in contrast to more linear depictions of
conversation.
Encoding design protocols is a fundamental approach used in many analysis techniques
[ML09]. While the FBS ontology is a known and generally applicable method [KG09],
researchers often develop encodings based on the problem or hypothesis at hand. [Aki09]
discusses an encoding of a design protocol involving architects to test the hypothesis that
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architects design by operating bread-ﬁrst and depth-next. In the language of the FBS model,
the encoding is used to detect a macrostrategy. [DKV09] encodes a design protocol to detect
appraisal based on linguistic coding strategies. Computational linguistics methods are
prevalent. [BC09] proposes the use of hedge words such as like to detect analogical thinking,
I think to detect mental simulation and I guess or sort of to detect uncertainty. These hedge
words are then used to encode the design protocol. Another example comes from [DD09]
where mechanisms of valuation are studied by encoding the protocol data into design
values (form, material, aesthetic), human values (spirituality, respect, family), requirements,
narrative and processes. Diﬀerent participants of the design protocol are then measured
against their use of these concepts and this is used to determine levels of value transfers
occurring in the design protocol. Conversation analytical methods such as interruptions and
unﬁnished turns delineation have also been used in [Mat09] to detect social order among
participants. External object references are extensively researched in [SEE09]. Encodings
in the design literature are often performed manually by domain experts. More than one
domain expert is often also used to alleviate subjective ratings. In some cases, encoding was
performed by the same person but each encoding session was separated by a time lag [KG09].
Other encoding strategies are described in the Delft protocol workshop [CCD96,KG09].
[KG08] proposes a segmentation of design protocols into design moves and provides a
complex linkography between those design moves. [MGW98,KG09] propose the use of the
FBS (Function-Behavior-Structure) ontology. The FBS ontology is a structured encoding
of design segments that uses coding schemes such as problem domain, microstrategies (e.g.
problem analysis, solution synthesis and evaluation), macrostrategies (e.g. top-down, bottom-
up, decomposing the problem, backtracking and opportunistic). Typically, design researchers
construct diﬀerent coding schemes depending on the subject and domain of their study. For
example, [DD09] proposes a coding scheme based on form, material, æsthethics, uniqueness,
solitude and purity to study human values in an architectural design meeting. [DKV09]
analyzes subjectivity and language constructs indicating subjectivity to study the language
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of appraisal in the same architectural meeting dataset. Both these analysis were done on
transcripts of a design meeting.
While textual analysis of design protocols can provide invaluable information on design
processes, some aspects of design cognition remain obfuscated by a natural language barrier.
While domain experts can easily notice subtexts and inferences in a design transcript, there
remains large regions of semantical and physiological information that are untaped by these
methods. Some researchers may alleviate these limitations by studying, for example, video
recordings in which they can annotate the gestures or movements of the participants in the
design session. [Vis09] proposes such an analysis. However, we can safely say that this is
only the tip of the iceberg with respect to the cognitive map of a subject involved in a design
task.
Design protocols come in diﬀerent media of communication. Textual protocols are
widespread in the research literature. Most of the work on design protocol analysis is done
on textual protocols (e.g. audio recordings or transcripts of design meetings) [CCD96,ML09].
Video protocols form the bulk of non-textual protocols. They are commonly used to analyze
gesture and other visual cues in design protocols [Vis09]. Non-content based non-textual
design protocols methods refer to data gathered during a design episode which is not
the design protocol per say but which correlates with states and properties of the design
protocol. These include clickstreams, eye-tracking experiments, electrocardiogram (ECG)
and electroencephalogram (EEG) monitoring. The latter form the basis of the methods we
will investigate in this research. More speciﬁcally, we will study the use of EEG in design
protocol analysis.
A survey of methods used in design protocol analysis can be found in [JY09].
2.4.1 Content Based Analysis Methods for Textual Protocols: Ontologies
When the design protocol is textual data, well-known methods such as automated taxonomy
induction (ATI) or automated ontology extraction (AOE) exist. A survey of automated
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Figure 2.4: Ontology generated using FRED for the ﬁrst conversation line of the Samantha-
Theodore dialogue.
ontology extraction techniques can be found in [WLB12]. The Recursive Object Model (ROM)
is such an ontological method that has been applied to design science [Zen08,WZCE13]. It
can be noted that since audio recordings can be translated into text using speech-to-text
methods, we consider audio recordings as being textual protocols. Figure 2.4 illustrates
an ontology generated automatically using the FRED tool for automatically producing
RDF/OWL ontologies [PDG12] on the ﬁrst line of the Samantha-Theodore dialogue quoted
before. Concepts such as turning in round and video game are tracked properly using this
tool. The FRED tool also is capable of detecting that the object Theodore is in a situation
(turning in round) and that he has the role Play of subtype Video Game. In the context of
analysing design protocol data, this information may be invaluable.
Furthermore, since ontologies can be commonly created on textual data, methods such
as ontology matching can be used [ES07]. An FBS based design protocol analysis solution
would then perform an ontology alignment between the ontology of Figure 2.4 and the
FBS ontology. For example, the term Play could be matched with a Function that has the
Behaviour of Going in circles. The Behaviour in this case, would be a derived behaviour
in contrast with an expected behaviour [KG09]. In this example, the Structure component
would be Theodore and Video Game. This solution outline eﬀectively solves the problem of
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Figure 2.5: (a) displays a typical answer question segment, (b) a read question segment, (c)
a design object segment and (d) a rate problem segment.
automatically segmenting a design protocol using the FBS model [KG09]. Diﬀerent ontology
alignment techniques could be used from lexical synonymy techniques to knowledge bases or
concept matching measures.
This technique would however not be able to encode more complex concepts such as
aﬀects and emotions [DKV09], micro and macrostrategies [GM98] or design and human
values [DD09]. In the case of emotions, more complex Natural Language Processing (NLP)
techniques such as emotion mining, sentiment analysis or opinion mining could be of
service [PL08].
2.4.2 Content Based Analysis Methods for Non-Textual Protocols: Im-
age Processing and Pattern Recognition
A typical non-textual protocol would be a video recording of a design meeting or of a design
task executed on a touchpad. Multimedia data does not lend itself to the same ontology
or NLP techniques used for textual data. However, a set of tools from computational and
engineering sciences are available as for textual data. Techniques from image processing and
pattern recognition may be used and speciﬁc applications and implementations may vary
depending on the exact nature of the data since these techniques are typically data-oriented.
If we examine the example of the design protocol data gathered by the Design Lab
of the Concordia Institute for Information Systems Engineering during the past years
[ZYZ07,NZ10b,NZ12a,XNZ14], design sequences in the design protocol video have particular
attributes. Some of these typical sequences are described in Figure 2.5. Since these answer
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question, read question, design object and rate problem segments have particular image
attributes, having been designed with a particular UI, typical data mining techniques, such
as supervised classiﬁcation or unsupervised clustering, can be used to segment the overall
video into such segments. In this design protcol, the read question segment is typically
a gray screen with a text in it and the design object segment is typically a white screen
with touchpad drawings in it. Such characteristics are discerning enough for a classiﬁer
to separate the segments properly. For example, using a Support-Vector Machine (SVM)
classiﬁer, we could train the classiﬁer function using the prototypical screens of Figure 2.5
and then use it to classify the screens of the overall design protocol video into segments.
Such a segmentation remains rough and complex information such as concepts and aﬀects
would be lost. However, it is not complicated to imagine methods that could evaluate
automatically the level of complexity of a drawing from childish sketches to professional
drafts. It is clear that analyzing diﬀerent types of data using diﬀerent methods (textual and
non-textual data) yields diﬀerent domains of information.
2.4.3 Non-Content Based Analysis Methods for Non-Textual Protocols:
Physiological Methods
Non-content based methods are termed as such because the object of study (e.g. design
protocol data) is not the data to be analyzed (e.g. physiological signal). Physiological
approaches have been devised in the past to study the hardness of design problems. Heart-
rate variability and task hardness have been experimented with by [MOK+92] in the context
of medical research and [NZ10a,NZ14b] in the context of design sciences. [TZ09] propose to
measure movements (kinesics) to parameterize problem hardness and mental eﬀort. Eye-
tracking experiments, clickstream and gesture analysis are commonly used in psychology,
cognitive and design sciences to analyze protocol data or other engineering tools and artifacts.
Physiological methods have the beneﬁt of being hands-free and purely quantitative. They
lend themselves to be utilized in engineering systems and devices. Such examples range from
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BCI tools to lie detection systems and medical diagnosis systems [GAP10,HBJ10,DJJ+97].
Immersive Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) are not pure science-ﬁction and they have
been well-studied in the past decades in the context of not only next-generation immersive
video games, but also medical devices, smart home design, CAD/E systems and design
sciences. Such applications can be found in [GAP10] and [CGT+12]. Cognitive methods in
next-generation video games for the cloud were recently proposed in [CZLC13] where click-
streams and intelligent resource allocation methods are being extensively used to monitor
Quality of Experience (QOE). The importance of measuring environment-based parameters
for the development of these next-generation smart systems is non-negligible. The idea is to
layer traditional AI and machine-learning techniques with human-centric dimensions such as
collaboration, conceptualism, creativity and cognition stated in [GVWH12].
It can be noted that current commercially available BCI headsets such as the EMOTIV
EPOCH or the MUSE headset are able to measure mental stress and strain in addition
to eye and head movements using built-in accelerometers and algorithms. The EMOTIV
EPOCH is commonly used to navigate and play video games.
With respect to design protocol analysis methods, the logical step forward from textual
and content-based methods would be to use physiological methods to detect patterns
unavailable to the latter methods or rely on the objective rating provided by such methods.
While traditional protocol data analysis methods rely heavily on the transcripts of the design
meeting or solution, physiological methods are conjectured to oﬀer a peak into the unseen.
2.5 Weaknesses of Verbal Protocols
[KP00] argues that concurrent verbalization techniques are more complete (i.e. measured as
the number of protocol segments) than retrospective protocol analysis while the latter gains
by not interfering in the conceptual design process. Furthermore, retrospective protocol
analysis suﬀers from post-hoc imprecisions as the quality of verbal protocols is known to
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decrease (i.e. no longer describe a cognitive process) as the memory of task leaves a subjects
short term memory [ES84]. Encodings in the design literature are often performed manually
by domain experts. More than one domain expert is often also used to alleviate subjective
ratings. In some cases, encoding was performed by the same person but each encoding
session was separated by a time lag [KG09].
Verbal protocols are known to bear some weaknesses. [Wil84,KP00] note that verbal
protocols do not trace cognitive processes that are not part of “focal attention”, such
as “subliminal stimulus” (i.e. “subliminal primes”) or thoughts that do not reach the
verbalization process. Furthermore, [Wil84] argues that concurrent verbalization changes
the sequence of thought processes (i.e. “the reactive eﬀects of verbal protocol”). [SOKB93]
run four sets of experiments to show that verbalization interferes with problem solving by
showing that subjects asked to verbalize their problem solving strategies were signiﬁcantly
less successful than control subjects. [WLS+13,SOKB93,FS93,WS91,SRR91,SE93,Wil84] all
argue that verbalization aﬀects performance. [SOKB93] states that “certain thoughts have
a distinctly nonverbal character” such as creative thoughts and insights (i.e. unexpected
problem solutions that just happen). Furthermore, facial recognition is studied by the
authors as an example of a task that requires large amounts of information that cannot be
easily verbalized [SOKB93]. creativity and insight are then argued to “have occurred in the
absence of words” [SOKB93]. [WS91] discusses how verbalization increases the salience of
verbal attributes and “overshadows” non-verbal attributes (e.g. aﬀective judgment is often
ignored using verbalization). Verbal overshadowing was then deﬁned as a subject’s focus on
verbally relevant information to the detriment of information that is not easily verbalized.
Subjectivity of verbal protocols (e.g. self-presentational concerns) are also discussed in [Wil84].
Fabrication problems in design protocols are discussed in [KP00]. [Sma89] also reports that
subjects have a hard time verbalizing while manipulating objects. [CS10] argues that verbal
protocols showed limitations in their experiments by contradicting the assumption that stimuli
increases concept creativity. The authors then raise three concerns related to verbal protocols:
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time and resource intensiveness (i.e. the technical setup of verbal protocols), data validity
and the fact that some tasks are not conducive to verbalization (e.g. task parallelism impacts
verbalization that is inherently sequential and automaticity [RJ91,Gor92]). [SOKB93,Met86]
note that, in the context of insight problem solving, “subjects who believe that a solution
is imminent are engaging in a ’gradual rationalization process’ that focuses them on an
inaccurate yet reportable approach“. [SOKB93] lists of few types of insight problem solving
tasks as follows: memory retrieval tasks, spreading activation tasks (i.e. how the brain
navigates in a network of thoughts), constraint relaxation (i.e. how we remove a constraint
on a problem that is false) and perceptual reorganization (e.g. Necker cube illusion). They
form a group of “diﬃcult-to-report perceptual and memory processes” [SOKB93]. [ES84]
argues that concurrent verbalization is qualitatively correct while only decreasing the
overall performance of problem solving while [SOKB93] argues that in the case of insight
problem solving, verbalization impedes cognitive processes as it “overshadows” nonreportable
processes. This latter approach is clearly gestaltist.
When hidden cognitive processes are of concern, [Wil84] concludes that verbal protocols
cannot be “taken on faith”: there are some tasks where verbal protocols yield poor quality
results such as creative tasks, insight (e.g. the Aha experience, gestalt psychology), aﬀec-
tive judgment, memory retrieval tasks or automated tasks (e.g. facial recognition, visual
recognition tasks). These tasks are sometimes termed as nonreportable processes [SOKB93].
More speciﬁcally, [Wil84] argues that while verbal protocols are not “completely invalid”,
they do not provide “a perfect window into the mind” and by doing so, challenges the





Physiological methods for the study of design constitute a new and emerging option made
possible with EEG and other physiological measuring techniques. Physiological methods are
purely quantitative and may provide additional insight where investigative and descriptive
techniques do not. They rely on metrics of the human mind and body and can provide a
powerful retroactive or real-time analysis tool that is non-invasive to the design process
while being precise if interpreted properly. In this line of work, [MHM+14] have successfully
segmented images into subobjects using EEG signals of subjects presented with these images.
Segmenting design protocol data, like images, using EEG data is an instance of an inverse
problem since the problem is to reconstruct, at least tentatively or partially, a thought
process from its output, the EEG signal. This inverse problem is non-trivial as it is currently
unknown to what extent information is lost from the initial thought process to the electrical
measurement.
Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals and scalp ﬁeld maps have been widely used in the
context of medical research since the works of H. Berger in 1937 who described them as
a window into the brain [Ber37,MKB+09]. Other physiological measurement apparatuses
and techniques that predate the Berger electroencephalogram are galvanic skin response
techniques, the Marey-Lippmann capillary electrometer (1870) and string galvanometers
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for electrocardiograms (1900) [SRQ00]. Currently, commercial EEG devices measuring
diﬀerent states of mind and facial movements have gained acceptance with applications to
Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) for paralytic patients and immersive video game interfaces.
EEG measurements excel at measuring states of mind.
The quantitative analysis of electroencephalograms (EEG) draws from many ﬁelds
of computing, mathematics and engineering. Techniques used in the detection of well-
known waves such as P100, P300 and N400 for the study of the human decision making
processes typically make use of pattern recognition and signal processing methods such as
wavelets, multiresolution and spectral analysis [SB10,KASR13]. The preprocessing of EEG
signals usually involves ﬁltering techniques used to distinguish between diﬀerent frequency
bands such as alpha, beta, delta and gamma waves. Machine learning techniques such as
classiﬁcation and clustering are gaining momentum [GAP10]. Basic statistical techniques
such as normalization and hypothesis testing are common while more complex concepts such
as Granger causality [BS01,KB91] are also encountered in the related literature. Electrical
neuroimaging techniques also encompass a large range of well-known tools and methods.
Typical techniques are noise and artifact removal using heuristic, statistical or stochastic
methods such as Gaussian noise ﬁltering, principal and independent component analysis
(PCA, ICA) [JHL+08,VC02]. Source localization techniques are used to map a scalp ﬁeld
to locations in the brain. Such techniques described in [LMPM+97] include low resolution
electromagnetic tomography. Classiﬁcation techniques such as Support Vector Machines
(SVM) or Naive Bayes classiﬁers and clustering techniques such as k-means are used to
discover new patterns in EEG data [BTV+10,DT11]. An end goal of these techniques is to
extract signiﬁcant features from EEG data.
The goals of EEG analysis in design sciences involve the extraction of valuable and
reproducible information from EEG signals for the scientiﬁc validation of design theories
and methodologies and further our understanding of the conceptual design process. In
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engineering, EEG analysis is an evolved and mature ﬁeld of study. For instance, Brain-
Computer Interfaces (BCI) have gained momentum over the past decade as next-generation
immersive Human Computer Interfaces (HCI). Interfaces for paralytic patients are under
development and are shown to be more accurate every year [GAP10], next-generation
immersive video game interfaces are now commercially available [ALCJ14] and smart devices
for smart homes are being researched extensively [CGT+12]. Medical devices based on
electrical neuroimaging now cover a large range of application domains from the diagnosis
of mental disease such as Alzheimers [DJJ+97] or schizophrenia [KLM+99,SLF+12] to the
prediction of epileptic seizures and stress [LMPM+97]. Hands-free control systems are being
researched in the context of aircraft and cars [LWC11,Pow13,Wai11].
3.1 Fundamentals of EEG
Given a set of N measurements at time t = 1, . . . , N and n electrode locations, a scalp ﬁeld
map is a sequence of n electrode potential values at a given time t. More speciﬁcally, if
an epoch consists of a function f(x, t) measured at x = 1, . . . , n and t = 1, . . . , N , a scalp
ﬁeld map is given by f(x, t) for some value t ∈ [1, N ]. For some value t, such a scalp ﬁeld
map will be denoted by f(x) with x deﬁning an electrode label, for conciseness. When
electrode positions are required, a scalp ﬁeld map will be aternatively denoted by f(x) with
x = (x, y) deﬁning electrode locations in the Cartesian plane. There are n(n− 1)/2 such
pairs of electrodes, each combination yielding polarity and magnitude information.
It is common to pre-process the raw scalp ﬁeld data. Typical pre-processing methods
include average references, bandpassing and averaging (often used in Event-Related Potential
(ERP) techniques). Bandpassing the data is done to recover speciﬁc frequency bands. These
frequency ranges are indicative and may vary in practice.
The literature [Leh71, LOP87] reports the following additional indices computed on
scalp ﬁeld maps: global ﬁeld power and map hilliness. Averaging techniques are typically
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performed on diﬀerent sets of measurements (epoch) or on all electrodes of a scalp ﬁeld map.
Well-known preprocessing techniques are described in Table 3.1.
Microstates are prototypical patterns in scalp ﬁeld maps that are conjectured to provide
information on human thought processes. In practice, they are computed on experimental
datasets using methods such as clustering, principal component analysis and other such data
mining techniques [Leh71,LOP87,PMML95,KLM+99,KPL+02]. Microstate clustering and
segmentation are novel neuroscience techniques and have been notably studied in the context
of the quantitative diagnosis of mental diseases. Such diagnoses are often highly subjective
and the path towards quantiﬁable diagnoses is arduous. Signiﬁcant work is being published
in the area [KLM+99], outlining advances and new challenges. Unusual thought processes
can then be measured using EEG signals and are indicative of brain diseases or re-allocative
dysfunctions in neurological maps. The same challenges that apply to clustering techniques
then also apply to microstate segmentation.
Microstates can also be applied to the analysis of a creative process measured through
an EEG signal [NZ14b]. Microstate segmentation should then be capable of identifying
segments where inherent thought processes and mechanism occur while a subject is asked to
perform a creative task.
3.1.1 Stochasticity and Fractality
It is an open debate as to whether complex nonlinear time series, such as EEG signals or
stock market tickers, are stochastic in nature or fractal. A stochastically modeled signal
integrates noise and stochasticity in its formulation while a fractal signal integrates order
ﬁnding and scale.
From the perspective of stochasticity, the pairwise electrode polarity/orientation of a
scalp ﬁeld map can be modeled using the stochastic diﬀerential equation:
dXσ,t = σUktdt+ dWt (3.1)
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Table 3.1: EEG scalp ﬁeld map pre-processing techniques
Name Description Function
Average reference Subtracting an average of
all potential values of a
map from a given poten-
tial value
xk − x
Electrode averaging Averaging the values of all






Epoch averaging Averaging a potential at a
given electrode over a set














Global ﬁeld power n-weighted standard devi-
ation of potentials at all









Bandpassing Bandpassing a signal by
frequency range r and
sample rate s
FILTER(x, r, s)
where Wt is a Wiener process and σ a parameter deﬁning the process range. For a biased
uniform random process Ut = (u1, u2, . . . , ut) with u ∈ [0, 1], Ukt is rescaled to a window
size k/t. It can be noted that the derivative of a Wiener process with respect to time is a
white noise process and Equation 3.1 describes a biased uniform process perturbated with
white noise. The non-noisy and non-random component of the process is then the extent to
which the process is biased.
The pairwise magnitude of a scalp ﬁeld map can be modeled similarly using a jump-
diﬀusion process with constant mean.
The stochasticity of EEG signals is argued in [GRSA13].
On the other hand, it can be noted that research has shown that EEG signals are signals
with time-varying Hurst indices indicating long-range dependencies, hinting at their fractal
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nature. More speciﬁcally, the EEG of newborns can be estimated to have Hurst indices
bell-curved between 0.2 and 0.8 with an average of 0.5 [SRMB07] while the EEG of adults in
a resting state can be estimated to have Hurst indices between 0.5 and 0.8 [VBM10]. This
reveals long-range dependencies in EEG signals. Signals with long-range dependencies tend
to either correlate strongly or anti-correlate with each other. This phenomenon is discussed
in Section 3.5 and Figure 3.7.
Also, it is safe to posit that EEG signals have a dual stochastic-fractal nature. While
noise is an inherent property of measurement and the dynamicity of the system, multiscale
fractal behaviour can be denoted in such signals. The perspective taken to EEG signals
should reﬂect the nature of the problem to solve. For instance, when denoising needs to be
performed, a stochastic approach may be well suited while when classiﬁcation or simulation
needs to be performed, a fractal and nonlinear systems approach can be well suited.
3.1.2 Analyticity and Interpolation
A common routine performed on scalp ﬁeld maps is to interpolate the EEG measurements
on the x, y-plane for better visualization. Interpolation of EEG scalp ﬁeld maps falls
under the category of scattered point interpolation problems since the electrode positions
constitute a scattered set of points associated to a value, the scalp ﬁeld potential. Many
interpolation methods exist such as Hermite interpolation, Voronoi interpolation or B-spline
interpolation. In the case of B-spline interpolation, the result is a diﬀerentiable manifold in
Cd−1 for an interpolation of order d. The literature reports that, using B-spline interpolation,
maxima and minima of interpolated scalp ﬁeld potentials may no longer fall on electrode
locations [MKB+09]. In general, topographical data is well suited for radial basis function
interpolation methods. Without loss of generalities, we address the 2-dimensional case. Let
f(x) deﬁne a scalp ﬁeld map interpolated at position x = (x, y) and measured at electrode
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The index n gives the number of electrodes in the EEG measurements. In compact notation,
we have:
f(x) = Φ · c (3.4)
The matrix Φ is eﬀectively a distance matrix of all electrode positions (x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . ,
(xn, yn) in Cartesian coordinates. In practice, the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse method
may be used to avoid ill-conditioned matrices. In those cases, the approximation is exact if
the conventional inverse is well-deﬁned.
The radial basis function ϕ(·) is a set of smooth orthogonal functions. Typical functions
are described in Table 3.2.
Radial basis functions such as Gaussians are eﬀectively in C∞ and although, for some
choices of radial basis functions, the method provides exact reconstruction of a signal, in
practice, spurious datasets may exist and numerical conditioning needs to be applied.
3.1.3 Gradient Fields
Gradient ﬁelds of an EEG signal’s epoch measure the rate of change between diﬀerent scalp
ﬁeld maps at successive time indices. Such ﬁelds are shown in Figure 3.1. They are best
described as an N × n matrix of measurements with N describing the epoch length and n
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(a) EEG epoch of length 100 using 63 electrodes (left) and its gradient ﬁeld in the time direction (right).
(b) EEG epoch of length 100 using 63 electrodes that were alpha-bandpassed (8-13Hz at a sample rate
of 500 samples/s) (left) and its gradient ﬁeld in the time direction (right).
Figure 3.1: Both plots show the channel labels (1, 2, . . . , n) on the x) axis and time on the y
axis for convenience. The gradient ﬁeld of an EEG epoch is computed using the directional
derivative in the time direction. Smaller arrows or blanks denote small changes in potential
or no changes in potential while larger arrows show larger changes in potential. Here the
subject was asked to close his eyes for 1 minute and clear his mind. The EEG signals show
an sequence of 0.2 seconds taken at the beginning of the epoch of 1 minute.
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Table 3.2: Radial Basis Functions
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the number of electrodes. Let x index the set of electrodes as 1, 2, . . . , n, the function f(x, t)
deﬁnes the N × n matrix of measurements and f(x, t) eﬀectively contains the information
of a given scalp ﬁeld map at time t and electrode x. In practice, the gradient ﬁeld is a
directional derivative. The directional derivative of a diﬀerentiable function f(x, y) in the
direction of the unit vector u = cos θ e1 + sin θ e2 is given by:
Duf(x, k) = (fx(x, k), fy(x, k)) · u
= fx(x, k) cos θ + fy(x, k) sin θ
(3.5)
for x = (x, y) and time t = k. The gradient is deﬁned as usual as:
∇f(x, k) = fx(x, k) e1 + fy(x, k) e2
= (fx(x, k), fy(x, k))
(3.6)
We then have:
Duf(x, k) = ∇f(x, k) · (cos θ, sin θ) (3.7)
The general problem of deﬁning the directional derivative of an epoch on the scalp ﬁeld
maps themselves can be addressed as follows. Without loss of generalities, let f(x, y) be a
radial basis function with coeﬃcients c1, . . . cn, distance matrix Φ and Gaussian function
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Figure 3.2: Scalp ﬁeld maps associated to points on the global ﬁeld power curve of an EEG.
The subject was asked to perform an acitvity.



































Using Equation 3.5, the directional derivative on parameters (x, y, θ) is then given.
In practice, we may want to compute the directional derivative at larger time increments.
This is then done as follows:
u,kf(x, t) = f(x, t+ k)− f(x, t) (3.10)
with u = (0, 1) and for some constant k deﬁning a reference window. This is shown in Figure
3.1 (left).
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(a) Microstates obtained from Lloyd’s k-means algorithm
(b) Microstates obtained from a built-in k-means algorithm
(c) Microstates obtained from the fuzzy c-means algorithm
(d) Microstates obtained from the P2ML algorithm (ﬁrst run)
(e) Microstates obtained from the P2ML algorithm (second run)
Figure 3.3: Microstates obtained from diﬀerent algorithmic implementations.
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3.2 Spatio-Temporal Features: Microstates
3.2.1 Unsupervised Clustering of Scalp Field Maps: Comparisons
Many methods exist to segment EEG data: some of them are frequency based and others
spatio-temporal. Microstate analysis form a set of spatio-temporal techniques that apply to
multichannel EEG recordings. Microstates are features of an EEG epoch extracted using
clustering-like methods. Since microstates are sub-second quasi-stable conﬁgurations of scalp
ﬁeld map potential values that quickly change to another quasi-stable conﬁguration, it makes
sense to cluster the scalp ﬁeld maps into representative cluster centroids. Experimentally,
this number of representative cluster centroids was found to be 4 on subjects with eyes
closed [PMML95]. [BTV+10] proposes diﬀerent machine learning techniques to obtain these
centroids. [PMML95] proposes the P2ML algorithm, an optimized clustering technique based
on eigenvalues and Lagrangians. The orthogonal squared distance between diﬀerent scalp
ﬁeld maps is used and the objective function then ﬁnds the patterns that are closest to some
cluster centroids. The cluster centroids are initially guessed and iteratively set to converge
to an optimum which may be a local optimum and may not be a global optimum. Using
the P2ML algorithm, the strength of the system’s eigenvalues can be used to estimate the
number of needed cluster centroids. The strength of the eigenvalues then measures the
number of eigenvectors needed to represent the system.
Given an EEG signal, a global power ﬁeld curve can be computed. Each point on the
global ﬁeld curve corresponds to a sample which in turn corresponds to a scalp ﬁeld map.
This is shown in Figure 3.2. The theory of functional microstates states that these scalp
ﬁelds are stable for subsecond periods and that these stable conﬁguration reoccur. This in
turn means that the scalp ﬁeld maps of an EEG signal can be clustered into representative
centroids and that, in turn, these centroids can provide a means to segment an EEG signal.
Many algorithms to cluster data exist. The k-means and fuzzy c-means algorithms are
popular methods. In the context of functional microstate analysis, the Pascual-Marqui,
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Michel and Lehmann (P2ML) algorithms, which come in a regularized and non-regularized
version, are also popular. The k-means algorithm is a simple algorithm to implement and
iterates by optimizing the orthogonal squared distance between centroids and a dataset.
The centroids are reﬁned through the iteration process. While being simple, the Lloyd’s
implementation of the k-means algorithm is known to be NP-hard and, for high dimensional
datasets such as EEG scalp ﬁeld maps, the performance of the algorithm is slow if not
unpredictable. Scalp ﬁeld maps measured in a laboratory typically have 64 sensors and by
extension have 64 dimensions while scalp ﬁeld maps measured on general purpose commercial
devices may have 4 to 16 sensors. The fuzzy c-means algorithm is similar to the k-means
algorithm but provides the additional information contained in the membership functions.
Membership functions say to what extent a data value is a member of a given cluster centroid.
For example, given 4 centroids, a data value can be a member of the ﬁrst centroid with
membership value 0.6, of the second centroid with a value 0.25, a third centroid with a value
0.1 and a fourth centroid with a value 0.05. Such membership functions are shown in Figure
3.4 for the centroids obtained in Figure 3.3c. The fuzzy c-means algorithm has a reported
complexity ranging from linear to quadratic [Kol02].
Figure 3.3 shows the diﬀerent results obtained when using two diﬀerent implementations
of the k-means algorithm, Lloyd’s algorithm and a built-in implementation (Figure 3.3(a-b)),
the fuzzy c-means algorithm (Figure 3.3(c)) and the P2ML algorithm (Figure 3.3(d-e)). The
EEG data was generated from an experiment conducted by the Design Lab at the Concordia
Institute for Information Systems Engineering. While the k-means algorithms are sensitive
to initial seeds, the P2ML algorithm may converge to local minima while also being sensitive
to initial seeds. The advantage of using the P2ML algorithm over a traditional k-means
approach is to avoid the computational complexity of Lloyd’s k-means which is NP-hard
even for low-dimensional datasets higher or equal to 2. The P2ML is guaranteed to converge
and in practice may take between 20 to 60 iterations to converge. The bottleneck of P2ML
is bounded by the computation of an eigensystem and a distance matrix. Figure 3.4 shows
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(a) Membership of the ﬁrst centroid







(b) Membership of the second centroid







(c) Membership of the third centroid







(d) Membership of the fourth centroid
Figure 3.4: Fuzzy membership functions of the ﬁrst 250 samples of an EEG clustered using
fuzzy c-means. The strongest component is clearly the second centroid. The ﬁrst and the
fourth centroid follow whereas the third centroid has a low average membership.
the fuzzy membership functions of the centroids obtained using the fuzzy c-means clustering
algorithm. The third centroid has low membership function values because it is similar
to the ﬁrst one to which samples are more likely to cluster. The centroids obtained using
k-means and the fuzzy c-means algorithms are similar while the P2ML centroids are slightly
diﬀerent. In terms of functional microstates analysis, the centroids obtained using the P2ML
algorithm (ﬁrst run) are smoother and less sensible to noise while the second run of the
P2ML algorithm (Figure 3.3(e)) are similar to the centroids obtained using the k-means or
the fuzzy c-means algorithms. Membership functions computed using the fuzzy c-means is
shown in Figure 3.4.
The k-means algorithm is described in Algorithm 3.1 while the fuzzy c-means algorithm
is described in Algorithm 3.2. The normal and regularized P2ML algorithms are described
in Algorithms 3.3 and 3.4.
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3.2.2 The P2ML Algorithm: An Outline
D. Lehmann, C.M. Michel, Koenig, R.D. Pascual-Marqui et al. in a series of papers
[Leh71, LOP87, Leh90, PMML94a, PMML95,KLM+99,KPL+02] developed the notion of
functional microstate analysis of the brain based on machine learning algorithms over the
spatial-domain EEG signals. [Leh90] describes the latter as being the atoms of thought.
Functional microstates of the brain are prototypical patterns of the scalp ﬁeld maps and, in
terms of pattern recognition, can be seen as the cluster centroids of an EEG signal. Large
scale statistical studies have shown that most human have the same 4 microstates when EEGs
were measured on subjects at rest with eyes closed. They were initially studied by D. Lehman
et al. in the context of medical diagnosis as it was shown that deviant microstates were
statistically correlated with psychiatric disorders. Furthermore, microstates have been shown
to vary depending on age groups [KPL+02]. Microstates constitute the main technique of
analysis of spatio-temporal analysis of EEG signals [MKB+09,BMM11]. Since D. Lehman’s
seminal paper on microstates [Leh71], a few techniques have been proposed to compute these
microstates [BTV+10,BMM11,PMML95] based on various feature extraction techniques,
segmentation and clustering methods. One of the ﬁrst such method proposed in [LOP87]
measured the orientation of scalp ﬁeld maps based on maximum and minimum potential
values. CARTOOL [BMM11] is an open-source tool to perform functional microstate analysis.
A well-studied method by Pascual-Marqui, Michel and Lehman (P2ML) proposes two ways
to compute functional microstates, a non-regularized version which is sensible to transient
microstates and a regularized version which smoothes out transient microstates [PMML95].
These transient microstates have be shown to carry signiﬁcant physiological information.
In the following, we describe the two P2ML algorithms. For a set of k given microstates







V is a matrix containing all the potential measurements at time t and Vt is a vector of a
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Algorithm 3.1: K-Means Algorithm
Data: potential data V, number of centroids k and convergence parameter 
Result: k centroids M
1 Set each k centroids Mk to a random value;
2 while true do
3 For each Mk, compute all the closest points in V to Mk;
4 Compute the new centroids M′k of points in V that clustered to Mk







Algorithm 3.2: Fuzzy C-Means Algorithm
Data: potential data V, number of centroids k and convergence parameter 
Result: k centroids M and membership function W
1 Set each k centroids Mk to a random value;
2 Set each value in the membership N × k matrix W to a random value;
3 while true do
4 Compute the new centroid M′k as the mean of all j-th points multiplied by their
membership value Wjk to Mk
5 Update the membership function W′ with M′











measurement at time t containing n electrodes.
Using vector geometry [Fre03], the orthogonal squared distance between Vt and Mk is:
d2(Vt,Mk) = (Vt ·Vt)− (Vt ·Mk)2 (3.12)
The objective function is eﬀectively minimizing the orthogonal squared distance between Vt
and M1, . . . ,Mk, . . . by maximizing the (Vt ·Mk)2 term of the equation.
Algorithm 3.3: P2ML Algorithm
Data: potential data V, number of centroids k and convergence parameter 
Result: segmentation S and centroids M
1 Set each centroid Mk to a normalized random vector;
2 Set the current variance σ0 to a zero-vector or length k ;
3 For each Mk, compute the segmentation Si = k as the closest value of points in V to
Mk;
4 while true do




6 For each Mk, compute the segmentation Si = k as the closest value of points in V
to Mk;
7 Compute the variance of the new system σ21;
8 if |σ20,k − σ21,k| ≤ σ0,k ∀k then
9 Break;
10 else




Note that, in Algorithm 3.3 , the product VtV
T
t of vectors of length n (the number
of electrodes) yields a matrix n × n and these matrices are summed over t before the
computation of the related eigensystem.






Vt ·Vt − (Vt ·Mk)2
)
2e(N− 1) − λE
⎫⎬
⎭ (3.13)




δ(Si, n), n = 1, . . . , k (3.14)
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Algorithm 3.4: Regularized P2ML Algorithm
Data: potential data V, number of centroids k, convergence parameter , smoothness
penalty λ and window size w
Result: segmentation S
1 Set the current variance σ0 to a zero-vector or length k ;
2 For each Mk, compute the segmentation Si = k as the closest value of points in V to
Mk;
3 Compute the error parameter e;
4 while true do
5 For each sliding window of length 2w, compute the smoothness penalty E;
6 Compute S using the regularized objective function;
7 if |σ20,k − σ21,k| ≤ σ0,k ∀k then
8 Break;
9 else









1, x = y
0, otherwise
(3.15)
The regularization parameter is λ and the smoothness penalty factor is E. It increases when
segments are long and decreases when segments are short based on a window size parameter
w. Therefore, the regularized objective function has low values for smooth segments and
high values for non-smooth segments, eﬀectively penalizing transient microstates.
Figure 3.5(a) shows the segmentation of a global ﬁeld power curve into 4 microstates.
The P2ML algorithm computed 32 segments. Figure 3.5(b) shows the segmentation of the
same global ﬁeld power curve using the regularized P2ML algorithm and 4 microstates. The
regularized P2ML algorithm computed 21 segments.
The number of microstates in the P2ML algorithm is a parameter which is often
estimated using the number of signiﬁcant eigenvalues in the system which are the number of





Figure 3.5: Global ﬁeld power curve with non-regularized (a) and regularized (b) microstate
segmentation of an epoch of length 200. The subject was asked to keep his eyes closed.
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Following the deﬁnition of the regularized and non-regularized microstate algorithms, we





The number of transient microstates is a signiﬁcant feature which ﬁnds ground in the
medical literature and EEG analysis.
For example, let an EEG signal have 10 samples. The non-regularized segmentation of an
EEG signal based on 4 microstates could be: (1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 2, 4, 4). The sample segmented
to microstate 2 has a transient duration of only one sample. Assume the regularized
segmentation is then: (1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4). The segment at index 8 has been smoothed
out and the associated transient microstate percentage is 10%.
3.3 Frequency-Domain Features
Frequency-domain features are typically computed on the Fourier transforms or the wavelet
(multiresolution) transforms of an EEG signal. In EEG analysis, a popular and common
method is based on power spectral densities (PSD). The usual frequency ranges in neuro-
sciences are the alpha band, the beta band, the delta band and the theta band whose exact
frequency values (that may change depending on authors) are given in Table 3.3. Other less
used frequency bands are the gamma (somatosensory cortex) and mu bans (sensorimotor
cortex). Furthermore, combinations of frequency ranges are used by researchers to narrow
down diﬀerent characteristics such as fatigue and concentration.
The PSD can be computed using correlograms or periodograms. Many algorithms exist
to approximate PSD values. The modulus of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is a






Table 3.3: EEG frequency-domain features
Features Characteristics Range (Hz)
alpha relaxed, eyes closed, brain non-
arousal
8− 15
beta focused, brain arousal, concentra-
tion, fatigue
16− 31
delta slow-wave sleep, dreaming < 4
theta drowsiness, inhibition, idling 4− 7
gamma somatosensory cortex > 32






for a given sample x within a speciﬁc frequency range (Hz).
For example, let (1, 2, 2, 3, 5, 2, 1, 4, 5, 6, 3, 2) be the modulus of the DFT of a signal in
the frequency range 1− 12 Hz with 1 Hz as base unit. Computing the 4− 5 Hz frequency
range is done by summing 3 + 5 = 8 Hz.
In contrast to microstates (which are computed on multichannel measurements of an
EEG), PSD is usually computed on a given electrode such as FP1 (left frontal area). PSD
is a one-dimensional method and has been widely used to detect eye-blinking artifacts,
sensorimotor artifacts, sleep cycles and states of mind such as fatigue, concentration and
relaxation
3.4 Source-Localization
Source localization is an indeterminate inverse problem for which may exist an inﬁnity
of approximations. Eﬀectively, the associated forward problem is to map densities in a
3D model of the brain (of M voxels cf. Figure 3.6(right)) to a 2D scalp ﬁeld map (of N
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Figure 3.6: (left) 2-D scalp ﬁeld map. (center) Interpolated 3D scalp ﬁeld map using 107
points. (right) Voxels representing the brain using 452 voxels.
electrodes cf. Figure 3.6(left)):
Φ = KJ (3.18)
where Φ is the N-by-1 vector representing the 2D scalp ﬁeld map, K is a transfer matrix and
J are the M densities associated with the M voxels model of the brain. Since M is usually
much greater than N, solving Equation 3.18 for J is indeterminate. The approximation for
the inverse equation is then given by:
J˜ = TΦ (3.19)
where J˜ is an approximation of the densities associated with the 3D voxel model of the brain
and T is a resolution matrix. Using the LORETA technique [PMML94b], the resolution






where K is a lead ﬁeld matrix (in our experiments, for simplicity, we used the lead ﬁeld
of a homogeneous conducting sphere in air with conductivity 0.185 S/m -grey matter







‖si − vj‖3 +
si‖si − vj‖+ ‖si‖(si − vj)
‖si‖‖si − vj‖(‖si‖‖si − vj‖+ sTi (si − vj)
)
(3.21)
and W is a positive deﬁnite matrix given by
W = (Ω⊗ I3)BTB(Ω⊗ I3) (3.22)
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1/6, ‖vi − vj‖ = d
0, otherwise
(3.27)
Here, + denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. While many source localization tech-
niques exist [JNKFB14], the LORETA solution is said to yield the “smoothest solution
capable of explaining the data” [PMML94b]. Since we did not have access to MRI data,
we interpolated 2D scalp ﬁeld maps (Figure 3.6(left)) to an intermediate 3D scalp rep-
resentation (Figure 3.6(center)) using a radial basis interpolating function for scattered
data. Furthermore, our brain topology was simpliﬁed by using a voxelized sphere (Figure
3.6(right)).
3.5 Mathematical Validity of Machine Learning Algorithms
on EEG Data
Machine learning and data mining algorithms such as P2ML often rely on similarity (i.e.
correlation) or distance metrics such as the p norm (where 2 is the usual Euclidean
distance) to perform their operations. Vectors that are closer to each other are clustered or
segmented together. Whenever these distance metrics fail to provide discerning information,
the underlying machine learning or data mining algorithm fails altogether. Therefore, before
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(a) H=0.1, n=100, N=1000
(b) H=0.2, n=100, N=1000
(c) H=0.3, n=100, N=1000
(d) H=0.4, n=100, N=1000
(e) H=0.5, n=100, N=1000 (Brownian motion case)
Figure 3.7: Computed probability density functions on diﬀerent Hurst indices with sythetic
data simulating n electrodes and an epoch-length of N . Lower Hurst indices tend to aggregate
around low correlation scores (ρ < 0.5).
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(f) H=0.6, n=100, N=1000
(g) H=0.7, n=100, N=1000
(h) H=0.8, n=100, N=1000
(i) H=0.9, n=100, N=1000
(j) H=U(0.001,0.999), n=100, N=1000 (uniformly chosen indices)
Figure 3.7: (continued) Higher Hurst indices tend to aggregate around higher absolute value
correlation scores (ρ ≈ (−1, 1)).
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applying these techniques to a data set, it is important to verify if the metric used provides
discerning information for the underlying data set.
3.5.1 Concentration of Measure
A well-studied case, and perhaps the single most important one, where p norms fail, is known
as the concentration of measure phenomenon [DP09, Pes11, FWV07,VP09]. A measure
phenomena occurs when the underlying generating distribution of a datasets impacts the
measure used to distinguish the data. A well-known measure phenomena occurs when
computing the p norm of high dimensional independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
vectors [FWV07,VP09]. More speciﬁcally, we have:
lim
n→∞‖xi − xj‖p = k (3.28)
for some constant k and xi,xj ∈ Xn, an i.i.d. random generator of dimension n. In those
cases, since all vectors have a pairwise distance that tends to a constant, the discerning
value of the p norm is greatly diminished, if not completely useless. Therefore, using an p
norm-based machine learning or data mining algorithm is not advisable as it will mostly
generate spurious results. This phenomenon also occurs when using correlation (cosine
similarity).
3.5.2 Experimental Validation
In the context of the EEG data analysis we perform, the metrics used are the orthogonal
squared distance, the Euclidean distances and correlation. EEG data can be considered high
dimensional as we often deal with 64-dimensional vectors corresponding to the number of
electrodes on the EEG system. EEG data can be modeled as an fBm (fractional Brownian
motion) process [SRMB07]. In practice, to validate the usage of norm-based machine
learning algorithms on such data, we then only need to verify if the distance between two
high dimensional vectors generated using an fBm process for diﬀerent Hurst exponents
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tends to a constant. If it does tend toward a constant, the plot of the pairwise distances will
tend towards a single dot. If it does not, the data will be spread out. To plot such distances,
we generated a random fBm vector and measured its distance (in Figure 3.7, correlation was
used) to two other random fBm vectors (one for each axis of the plot). Figure 3.7 shows
that concentration of measure does not occur for fBm processes and therefore distance-based
machine learning and data mining algorithms on such processes are valid. In fact, our plots
show that the distribution of distances seems to follow a Gaussian mixture distribution.
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Chapter 4
Approaches to Quantifying EEG
Features
4.1 Experimental Protocol
Figure 4.1: Screenshots of various stages in our experimental protocol: (a) multiple choice
question, (b) read question, (c) sketch a solution and (d) rate the hardness of the question
In the past years, the Design Lab has conducted a set of experiments where subjects
were asked to solve various design problems while having physiological signals monitored
(e.g. EEG, ECG, eye-tracking, heart-rate variability (HRV) or skin conductance). The
experimental data we used in this thesis is EEG-based. It consists of EEG recordings
monitored on subjects executing design tasks on a touchpad. These problems are listed in
Table 4.1. Subjects were asked to solve design problems of variable diﬃculty, ranging from
trivial tasks to more complex tasks.
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Table 4.1: Experimental Design Protocol Problem List
Problem Description
Design Problem 1 Make a birthday cake for a ﬁve year old kid. How should it look
like?
Design Problem 2 Sometimes, we don’t know which items should be recycled. Create
a recycle bin that helps people recycle correctly.
Design Problem 3 Create a toothbrush that incorporates toothpaste.
Design Problem 4 In many cities, people on wheelchair cannot use the metro safely
because most metros only have stairs or escalators. Elevators are
not an option because they are costly. You are asked to create an
eﬃcient solution to solve this problem.
Design Problem 5 Employees in IT companies sit too much. The company wants their
employees to stay healthy and work eﬃciently at the same time.
You are asked to create a workspace that can help employees to
work and exercise at the same time.
Design Problem 6 There are two problems with standard drinking fountains: a) ﬁll-
ing up water bottles is not easy, b) people too short cannot use
the fountain and people too tall have to bend over. Create a new
drinking fountain that solves these problems.
The design protocol was as follows. For each design problem, subjects were asked to
sketch a solution for the problem. After the sketch was done, subjects were asked a multiple
choice question where they were asked to choose the best between two diﬀerent solutions
for the problem. After the multiple choice question, they were asked to rate the hardness
of the problem. The strict sequence in which problems were presented to the subject was
kept intact to facilitate comparisons between subjects as if we had randomized the problems,
a diﬀerent sequencing of problems may have yielded problems with comparing diﬀerent
subjects. The dataset consisted of the recordings on 8 subjects which ranged between 30
minutes and 2 hours.
As listed in Table 4.1, the diﬃculty of the problems to solve were of varying diﬃculty
ranging from trivial (design a birthday cake for a child) to complex (design an escalator for
a person in a wheelchair).
Figure 4.1 displays various screenshots taken from a video recorded from a sketchpad
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while a subject was having its EEG monitored.
The Human Research Ethics and Compliance of our university approved our research
protocol. All subjects were volunteers and all of them were graduate students from the Quality
System Engineering program at Concordia University. Subject selection was randomized
and no gender considerations were taken. The subjects’ age ranged from 25 to 35. A gift
card of 100$ was given as compensation to the best design.
4.2 Problem Hardness and Transient Microstate Percentages
Next generation CAD\E systems are aiming to be more collaborative, conceptual and
creative [GVWH12]. Furthermore, immersive, behavioral and telepathic subsystems are
being widely studied. In this context, the Design Lab of the Concordia Institute for
Information Systems Engineering has in the last years eﬀectively conducted a series of
experiments on mental eﬀort in the design process [NZ10b,NZ12a,NZ14b,NZ14c]. A series of
datasets were then made available to us involving subjects who were asked to perform simple
to complex design tasks while having their EEG monitored. The output of the subject’s
design task was also recorded and synced to the EEG signals.
The hardness of a mental task can serve as a measure of how alert and active the brain
is and has multiple applications in engineering systems that interface with the human mind.
The perceived hardness of a problem solving is eﬀectively a window into human intelligence.
For example, measuring how alert is the mind during a task such as driving a car is such an
application. Another example can be found in video game AI: the level of hardness of the
game can be automatically and parametrically adjusted according to the mental eﬀort and
alertness detected by an EEG subsystem. Alertness is then measured against fatigue and
task hardness can eﬀectively monitor both. Next generation CAD\E systems augmented
with BCI technologies were studied in [BDRE13,SVR13]. Figure 4.2 shows a typical feedback
loop in a BCI subsystem.
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Figure 4.2: Feeback loops in a typical BCI subsystem.
Figure 4.3: The number of transient microstates is computed using segment regularization
and is deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the number of segments in the non-regularized
microstate segmentation (yellow) and the number of segments in the regularized segmentation
(blue). The number of transient microstates (yellow) is signiﬁcantly higher for EEG signals
during an activity (right) than an EEG signal recorded eyes closed (left).
In this context, we have implemented the P2ML algorithm for microstate segmentation
[PMML95] as a means to study design task hardness. As a heuristic, we considered that
diﬀerent tasks have diﬀerent levels of perceived hardness and require diﬀerent levels of
alertness. Tasks can be broken down into subtasks and applying the same measurement
method for task hardness, we have developed a means to segment subtasks in the creative
process. Our data consisted of video sequences of subjects performing diﬀerent tasks and
the EEG recordings associated to the task. A major problem involved the segmentation of
the task videos into subtasks using EEG recordings in a way that preserved the intrinsic
logic of the videos.
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4.2.1 Experiments
The data obtained during the experiments held by the Design Lab were a set of EEG signals
monitored on subjects who were asked to perform design tasks of varying hardness and
length. The execution of the tasks themselves were recorded on a touchpad. The perceived
hardness was measured using a short survey after each tasks. The EEG signals measured
the evoked potentials of the subjects faced with the design tasks. In short, the experiments
consisted of two types of questions: a ﬁrst asked the subject to chose the best design solution
to a problem while a second asked the subject to design on a sketchpad a solution to a
design problem. After each question, the subject was asked to rate the hardness of the task.
In a ﬁrst set of experiments, we computed the segmentation of these EEG signals using
the P2ML algorithm. The number of transient microstates was then computed using the
regularized P2ML algorithm. The number of transient microstates for sequences of 8, 782
samples was then compared between signals obtained from subjects who were asked to
keep their eyes closed and subjects who were asked to perform various design tasks of short
duration (a few seconds to a few minutes). Figure 4.3 shows the results of these ﬁrst set of
experiments.
In a second set of experiments, we computed the transient microstate percentage of EEG
sequences of subjects who were asked to close their eyes, then perform a task and then
close their eyes again. In the ﬁrst of these experiments, the task segment lasted about half
a minute while in the second experiment, the task segment lasted a few seconds. This is
illustrated in Figure 4.4 (left, center-left).
In a third set of experiments, we computed the transient microstate percentage of subjects
submitted to tasks of varying hardness. The goal was to support the idea that the transient
microstate percentage eﬀectively measures the perceived hardness of a task. Higher transient
microstate percentage averages yield harder tasks. Figure 4.4 illustrates these experiments
(center-right, right). It can be noted that tasks that were rated as average were typically
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Figure 4.4: The plots show the time-varying transient microstate percentage of EEG signals
of subjects asked to perform tasks of varying diﬃculty. In the leftmost and center-left ﬁgures,
a subject was asked to close his eyes (gray) and the perform an activity (black) and then
close his eyes (light gray). In the center-right and rightmost ﬁgure, a subject was asked to
perform tasks of varying diﬃculty: he rated the tasks as easy with a score of 5 (lightgray),
average with a score of 10 (gray) and hard with a score of 15 (black). The window size used
was 1,000.
composed of segments with high transient microstate percentages and low percentages. This
would be in line with the assumption that an average problem may be composed of hard
subtasks and easy subtasks.
The transient microstate percentage of a subject with eyes closed typically ranges from
near 0% to 1% while the transient microstate percentage of a subject who is asked to perform
tasks ranges from 3% to 18%. Easy tasks range in the lower spectrum while harder tasks
range in the higher spectrum.
It can also be noted that experiments show that the transient microstate percentage is
not sensitive to the window size used.
4.2.2 Discussion
The performance of the P2ML algorithms is displayed in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 using basic
indicative Mathematica implementations. All computations were performed with a conver-
gence parameter of 0.0001. Larger matrices than those tested with take signiﬁcantly more
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time to execute.
As the datasets grow larger, the performance of the P2ML algorithm decreases signiﬁ-
cantly although large sequences are rarely needed when computing the transient microstate
percentage. Since the transient microstate percentage only requires the number of segments
rather than the microstate labels to which the segments are linked, a natural improvement
would be to use gradient ﬁelds rather than the P2ML algorithm. The underlying idea would
be to use polarity changes in the directional derivatives of the EEG epoch to mark the
changes in segmentation.
The transient microstate percentage is highly correlated with the perceived hardness
of a task or a subtask. According to our experiment, it may also be correlated with the
level of fatigue exerted on the subject by a given task. Speciﬁcally, the transient microstate
percentage dynamically measures the number of short-duration microstates of an EEG epoch.
These short-lasting microstates were shown in the literature to have signiﬁcant physiological
meaning [KLM+99, KPL+02]. When the duration itself is known in advance, a simple
optimization is to count microstates of duration less than some threshold. This threshold
is itself usually not available beforehand and may need to be computed dynamically in
accordance to the data to be analyzed. Such an approach is however well suited for real-time
systems design by alleviating the need of computing the regularized P2ML segmentation.
The segmentation of the transient microstate percentage curve is not hard but statistical.
A hard segment in the task has on average more hard-valued percentages while it may
contain some segments that were categorized average or even easy. The segmentation of the
transient microstate percentage curve is a trend. Such trends are shown in Figure 4.4.
In the experiments of Figure 4.4, the average transient microstate percentage seem to
follow the rule that harder tasks have higher transient microstate percentages while easier
tasks have lower transient microstate percentages. The tasks that were categorized by
the subject as average display spikes in its transient microstate percentage curve which
would lead to believe that the tasks should be measured as harder than the task that was
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Table 4.2: Performance benchmarks of the P2ML Algorithm
Problem Size Performance (s)
1, 000× 63 4.024826
5, 000× 63 36.005031
10, 000× 63 73.726073
50, 000× 63 90.152978
Table 4.3: Performance benchmarks of the regularized P2ML Algorithm





categorized as hard. However, the averages classify properly the tasks. This could mean
that the task classiﬁed as average is a mixture of segments perceived as easy and segments
perceived as hard. A limitation of this method is that the signal-to-noise ratio of the transient
microstate percentage curves is high in the case where we are trying to diﬀerentiate easy
and medium or medium and hard tasks (Figure 4.4 center-right and right). We posit that
this is mainly due to intra-segment variations in the measured evoked hardness.
For this analysis, we had a set of 7 experiments on diﬀerent subjects. Out of the 7
subjects, 5 showed a clear linear correlation between the subjective ratings and the transient
microstate percentages. In recent work [NZ15], it was found that subjective rating might
not be very accurate.
Following our experiments on transient microstate percentage, it can be noted that the
human brain seems to be using 1− 20% of its transient microstate capacity. The transient
microstate percentage of an EEG signal cannot be larger than 100% and experimentally
camps between 1− 20%.
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4.3 Segmentation of Design Protocols Using EEG
4.3.1 Physiologically Based Segmentation
While microstate segmentation eﬀectively segments an EEG, the problem of segmenting
design protocol data stems from another application domain. The heuristic we use to perform
the segmentation of design protocol data is that the expected perceived hardness of two
diﬀerent subtasks is diﬀerent. We therefore segment the protocol data into windows of a
given time length and aim at measuring the hardness of these subtasks to distinguish them.
Adjacent segments of similar measured hardness are then considered to be part of the same
subtask. Obviously, this is a necessary condition to make a proper segmentation, which may
result in a segment consisting of diﬀerent types of activities. We propose a physiological
approach to measuring this perceived hardness, based on which the hardness of a task is






The number of segments is given by the number of discontinuous segments obtained
using the P2ML algorithm while the number of smooth segments is given by the number of
segments obtained using the regularized P2ML algorithm. For example, the segmentation
(1,1,1,2,2,3,4,1) has 5 discontinuous segments. In Figure 3.5(a), the P2ML segmentation
has 37 discontinuous segments while the regularized P2ML segmentation in Figure 3.5(b)
has 22 discontinuous segments. The transient microstate percentage eﬀectively measures
the number of short duration ﬂashing microstates. These microstates were determined in
the related literature to be signiﬁcant physiologically and were characterized as being the
atoms of thought. This number is always positive and can be shown experimentally to camp
between 1% and 20% on average. A clear gap can be found between the transient microstate
percentage of a subject who was asked to keep his eyes closed and a subject who was asked
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Figure 4.5: (a) shows the time-varying transient microstate percentage of EEG signals of
a subject who was asked to perform a set of tasks over 30 minutes. In (b), the transient
microstate percentage curve was classiﬁed into low segment (lighter gray) medium segments
(light gray), high segments (gray) and very high segments (black). A trending curve was
added. In (c), histograms were computed. Lower microstate percentages correlated with
easier tasks while higher microstate percentages correlated with harder tasks. In (d), the
transient microstate percentage was computed on a subject with eyes closed using diﬀerent
window sizes. The percentage shows stability with respect to window size.
to solve a design problem. We posit that tasks perceived to be easy are shown to have a
lower transient microstate percentage than tasks perceived to be hard.
Once the transient microstate percentage curve is computed on an EEG signal (typically
a signal of a given sample size such as 2,500 samples), these values are aggregated into
groups of windows (e.g. 5 windows) and the data is clustered. Since the clustering algorithm
is evaluating single values, no signiﬁcant performance penalty is incurred. Diﬀerent segments
are then deﬁned as clusters with diﬀerent cluster neighbours.
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4.3.2 Experiment and Analyses
The data that was used in this study contained video sequences of a subject who was asked
to perform a set of design tasks on a touchpad while having his/her EEG monitored. After
each task, the subject was asked to grade the level of diﬃculty of the task. The experiment
lasted around 30 minutes. Details of experimental setting and experimental tasks can be
found in [Ngu16,XNZ14]. In summary, the subjects were asked to alternate between 2 types
of tasks: answering multiple choice questions on design problems that presented diﬀerent
alternatives to solve a given problem and designing a solution to a design problem by drawing
a sketch. After each tasks, the subjects were asked to rate the hardness of the problem as
they perceived it.
In a ﬁrst set of analyses, we computed the transient microstate percentage of longer
EEG epochs by using the P2ML and regularized P2ML algorithms for the subject. Figure
4.5(a) shows these percentages. The transient microstate percentage is a stronger ﬁgure
than the number of transient microstates because it can be used when two sequences do not
match in length and it can be shown to not be sensible to sequence length.
In a second set of analyses, the time-varying transient microstate percentages of the
EEG sequence was used to segment the task execution video obtained on a touchpad into
subtasks. The dataset used in Figure 4.5(a) is the same as the dataset used in Figure 4.5(b)
and was obtained by measuring the EEG of a subject who was asked to perform various
tasks for a duration of about 30 minutes. The epoch of 30 minutes was then divided into
windows of 2,500 samples at a sample rate of 500 samples per second and the transient
microstate percentage of each window of about 2.5 seconds was computed. The transient
microstate percentage curve was segmented into four categories: resting/very easy, easy,
average and hard. Figure 4.5(c) shows that the very easy category peeks at a transient
microstate percentage value of 0.025, the easy category at 0.045, the medium category at
0.065 and the hard category at 0.10.
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Figure 4.6: Coarse-grained segmentation of design protocol video based on the transient
microstate percentage. A window size of 5 (25 seconds) was chosen. Values in the window
were averaged. The resulting values were clustered into 4 clusters.
In a third set of analyses, we tested the stability of the transient microstate percentage
with respect to the window size. We computed the transient microstate percentage of
a subject with eyes closed over diﬀerent window sizes. We expected that the transient
microstate percentage remain within the same range. Figure 4.5(d) illustrates this analysis.
In a fourth and last set of analyses, we compared the segmentation of the design protocol
data obtained using transient microstate percentages with the actual video of the protocol
data. These experiments are illustrated in Figure 4.6.
4.3.3 Discussion
Our design protocol data was a set of videos taken from the touchpad on which subjects were
asked to perform various design tasks of varying hardness. Screenshots of the experiment
are shown in Figure 4.1. The EEG of the subjects was monitored and, after each task, a
short questionnaire on the perceived hardness of the task was handed.
Such design protocols were a sequence of segments where the subjects were asked to
keep their eyes closed and segments where the subjects were asked to perform tasks.
By characterizing a segment of a design protocol dataset by its perceived hardness, we
have eﬀectively introduced a metric to perform the segmentation of these protocols using
monitored EEG signals. Harder tasks have harder levels of transient microstate and easier
tasks have lower levels of transient microstate. The transient microstate percentage of a
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subject with eyes closed typically ranges from near 0% to 4% while the transient microstate
percentage of a subject who is asked to perform tasks ranges from 5% to 18%. Easy tasks
range in the lower spectrum while harder tasks range in the higher spectrum.
When using the transient microstate percentage to segment design protocol videos, the
accuracy was surprisingly high in detecting, within a given range, segments such as read
question, rate question, design object and answer question. The think segment in the
experiment was deﬁned as a sequence in the video where the subject paused while designing
an object or answering a question. More speciﬁcally, we noticed that the rate segments were
classiﬁed as having high transient microstate percentage. Furthermore, design segments
were classiﬁed on average as having larger transient microstate percentages. The design
protocol data started and ended with an eyes closed segment. The ﬁrst eyes closed segment
was detected as having a low transient microstate percentage while the second segment had
a mid- transient microstate percentage. This may be due to the fact that, following the
30 minutes experiment, the subject was not thoroughly resting. It was however properly
segmented. Some expected segments were properly classiﬁed while others were not, which
may be resulted from the fact that the proposed segmentation criterion (hardness) is only
a necessary condition for a proper segmentation. Furthermore, unexpected segments were
discovered, which may be because in conducting a design activity a designer may experience
diﬀerent levels of diﬃculty for the activity period. Like in most data mining approaches,
false positives are to be expected.
4.4 Validation of EEG Based Segmentation of Design Proto-
cols
4.4.1 Physiologically Based Segmentation Using Transient Microstates
The transient microstate percentage eﬀectively measures the percentage of short duration
microstates with respects to the total number of samples in the signal. This number is
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always positive and smaller than 1. Transient microstates are deemed to be a signiﬁcative
metric in EEG signal processing and were characterized as being the atoms of thought
[Leh90,KLM+99,KPL+02].
A ﬁrst step in our method is then to compute the transient microstate percentages of
small segments of the EEG signal. Once these percentages are computed, they are aggregated
into small contiguous groups. The length of these groups gives a window size which can
be adjusted based on the required sensitivity of the experiment. Figure 4.5(a) shows such
a transient microstate percentage curve. The values in the groups are averaged and the
resulting data is clustered. Diﬀerent segments are then deﬁned as clusters with diﬀerent
cluster neighbours. Figure 4.5(b) shows such a segmentation.
4.4.2 Experiments and Analysis
4.4.2.1 Experimental Protocol
To evaluate the correctness and precision of EEG based segmentation, we adopted the
following strategy. First, 3 domain experts were asked to segment the 8 videos manually.
Second, a set of 9 algorithms using 2 diﬀerent window parameters (for a total of 18 algorithms)
were used to segment the videos. In addition to the segmentation we proposed using transient
microstates and we used Power Spectral Densities, which are commonly used in EEG analysis.
A summary of those PSD algorithms is provided in Table 4.5. We then compared the distance
between diﬀerent manual segmentations by domain experts, between manual segmentation
and EEG based segmentation and between diﬀerent EEG based segmentations to evaluate
which algorithm performed best in comparison to manual segmentation. Also, it was expected
that manual segmentation would perform the best (since comparing manual segmentations
with themselves is tautological) but it was unknown to what extent. Furthermore, the
relationship between diﬀerent algorithms was also an unknown.
When comparing manual segmentations to manual segmentations, we evaluate if manual
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Table 4.4: Segmentation of the design protocol video into design moves. Underlined rows
were detected by means of the automated physiological method. Non-underlined rows were
expected design moves in the segmentation that were not detected by the method.
Segment Time Design Move Description
1 0:00 Eyes closed, resting state
2 4:20 Reads a question
3 4:41 Designs an object on the touchpad
4 6:05 Adds some object to the drawing on the touchpad
5 7:20 Writes on the touchpad
6 7:45 Consults the experiment instructions
7 8:10 Rates the hardness of the problem
8 8:35 Reads a question
9 9:25 Answers a question
10 9:55 Rates the hardness of the question
11 11:30 Reads a question
12 11:55 Thinks about a solution
13 12:20 Designs an object on the touchpad
14 13:35 Rates the hardness of the problem
15 14:00 Reads a question
16 14:25 Answers the question
16 14:50 Pauses to think




segmentation is self-consistent. When comparing automated segmentations with manual
segmentations, we actually evaluate to what extent automated segmentation is aligned with
manual segmentation. Finally, when comparing automated segmentations with automated
segmentations, we evaluate if automated segmentation sees something that manual segmenta-
tion does not. If automated segmentation is self-consistent while yielding other results than
manual segmentations, this may hint at an underlying structure that manual segmentations
cannot see. EEG brain patterns would then be able to identify cognitive structures that
simple observation cannot. Since the notion of perfect segmentation is ill-deﬁned and may not
truly exist, we attempt to relativize our analysis and determine if each method is consistent
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and to what extent they are similar.





Abs(yi −Nearest(x, yi)) (4.2)
This distance measure allows for segmentations of diﬀerent lengths. However, it is a
non-metric distance measure. To alleviate this, we only need to set x to be the longest
or shortest segment and y to be the other remaining segmentation. Also, false and near
positives are a necessary evil. If a segment has length 100 and the other 200, then it is clear
that at least 100 points are false positives or near positives. This being said, false and near
positives may be indicative that a segmentation contains more information than another.
The labels we used for each datasets in Figures 4.7-4.9 are listed in Table 4.6.
Power spectral densities were measured on the FP1 electrode of the EEG as commonly
performed. The transient microstates were computed on all 64 electrodes of the EEG device.
Table 4.5 shows the characteristics of the diﬀerent PSD algorithms we chose.
Figure 4.7 shows the distance matrix of the 21 segmentations obtained (3 domain expert
segmentations, 9 EEG based segmentations with window size parameter set to 1 and 9 EEG
based segmentations with window size parameter set to 2. Each distance in the distance
matrix was averaged from the segmentations obtained for each of the 8 datasets (FEB28,
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Table 4.6: Segment Labels and Methods
Segment Label Segmentation Method Window Size
R1 Domain Expert 1
R2 Domain Expert 2
R3 Domain Expert 3
TM1% Transient Microstate 1
A1 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
(alpha)
1
B1 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
(beta)
1
C1 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
(delta)
1
D1 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
(theta)
1
E1 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
((theta+alpha)/beta)
1
F1 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
(alpha/beta)
1
G1 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
((theta + alpha)/(alpha + beta))
1
H1 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
(theta/beta)
1
TM2% Transient Microstate 2
A2 Power Spectral Density Algorithm- FP1
(alpha)
2
B2 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
(beta)
2
C2 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
(theta)
2
D2 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
((theta+alpha)/beta)
2
E2 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
(alpha/beta)
2
F2 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
(alpha/beta)
2
G2 Power Spectral Density Algorithm-FP1
((theta + alpha)/(alpha + beta))
2




Figure 4.7: Figure 7: Distance matrix between various segmentation strategies averaged
across the 8 datasets. Distances are measured in minutes (e.g. 0.01 is equivalent to 1 second).
The ﬁrst 3 rows show the distance between Domain Expert segmentation (R1, R2, R3) and
algorithm segmentation (TM1%, A1, B1, . . . ,H2). Our nearest neighbor metric was used to
compute deviations in seconds between diﬀerent segmentations using diﬀerent segmentation
algorithms. See Table 4.6 for label descriptions.
Figure 4.8: Standard error matrix associated to the distance matrix. See Table 4.6 for label
descriptions.
FEB18, AUG5, APR18, APR16, APR8, APR23, APR21). Figure 4.8 shows the standard
errors associated with the distance matrix resulting from the averaging process. Figure 4.9
shows the unaveraged results for the ﬁrst 3 rows of the distance matrix corresponding to the
distance between domain expert segmentation and EEG based segmentation.
Statistical signiﬁcance was done against the hypothesis that the mean of the average
diﬀerence was equal to 1 second. For domain expert (R2), the only domain expert segmen-
tation to deviate from the 1 second mean, p-value was found to be 0.3467 which leads to
acceptance of the null hypothesis. This means that diﬀerences between average diﬀerences
for domain expert is not statistically signiﬁcant. For the best scoring algorithm (A1), the
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Figure 4.9: Distance matrix of each of the 8 datasets (from top to bottom: FEB28, FEB18,
AUG5, APR18, APR16, APR8, APR23, APR21) with respects to the distance between the
domain expert segmentation (R1,R2,R3).
average distance found of 2 seconds had p-value 0.002129 which leads to rejection of the null
hypothesis. Diﬀerences between domain expert segmentation and algorithm segmentation
were then found to be statistically signiﬁcant.
4.4.2.2 Domain Expert Vs Domain Expert
As expected, the distance is the lowest for domain expert to domain expert comparisons
(the ﬁrst three columns): the average distance of the ﬁrst domain expert segmentation to
the two others was 1 second, the average distance of the second domain expert segmentation
to the two others was 1.3 second and the average distance of the third domain expert
segmentation was 1 second. In this experimental context, it was expected that domain
expert segmentation perform the best. While subjectivity of segmentation (deciding if a
given segment-event in the videos is worth notice) was a factor, the metric we used alleviated
false and near positives. Therefore, a 1 − 1.3 second deviation between diﬀerent domain
expert segmentations is expected and realistic. All domain experts were presented the same
videos and their reactions to the videos was therefore expected to be similar.
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Figure 4.10: Sequence of screenshots from experimental protocol comparing manual seg-
mentation and automated segmentations: (top) lists segments found by a domain expert;
(bottom) shows segments found by the transient microstate algorithm with window size
1. Major segments (screenshot 1, 2, 5 and 6) are roughly aligned when comparing domain
expert segmentation and automated segmentation. Automated segmentation is however
much more ﬁne-grained than manual segmentation. Unlabelled segments show segments
that are observed to be a continuation of the previous segment label and for which not
obvious observation can be made.
Domain expert to domain expert comparisons serves mostly the purpose of being a
benchmark value: a 1− 1.3 second average deviation in segments is therefore expected to be
a normal and natural deviation.
4.4.2.3 Algorithm Vs Domain Expert
The best EEG based segmentation had a 2 seconds deviation and was obtained by the
transient microstate algorithm with window parameter set to 1. The worse result was a
12 seconds deviation and was obtained by the beta Power Spectral Density algorithm with
window parameter set to 2. In the case of the best result, we determined that a 1 second
diﬀerence between the average distance of domain expert and EEG based segmentations
entailed that both segmentation methods were good. Microstate based segmentation (the
best performing algorithm) is a holistic measure on all 64 electrodes of an EEG. Any
movement in the EEG is recorded and accounted for in the microstate algorithm. The power
spectral density algorithms did not perform as well averaging a diﬀerence ranging from 2.3
seconds in the best case (theta/beta formula) to 8.3 seconds (theta formula) for an average
of 5.3 seconds on algorithms using a windows size of 1 and ranging from 7.7 (alpha/beta
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formula) seconds to 12 seconds (beta formula) for an average of 9.7 seconds on algorithms
using a window size of 2. It can be noticed that larger window sizes may have caused larger
diﬀerences but also incur less false and near positives.
The higher diﬀerences recorded on power spectral density algorithms can be explained. As
Table 4.5 shows, the PSD formulas used measure relaxation, focus, concentration, attention
and fatigue. These characteristics are not easily visible in a video recording of a subject
solving design tasks. Indeed, do concentration or fatigue translate themselves automatically
into a pause in the video recording? Therefore, although average diﬀerences were higher with
PSD based algorithms, this does not mean that PSD based algorithms provide erroneous
segmentations. They rather provide complementary information on the design videos, more
speciﬁcally, information that is not easily seen in the recordings.
Brain activities do not always align with their outward behaviour. Therefore, bench-
marking EEG segmentation with domain expert manual segmentation may not be always
signiﬁcant.
Figure 4.10 compares manual segmentation by a domain expert and automated segmenta-
tion using the transient microstate algorithm by aligning screenshots from the experimental
protocol with found segments.
4.4.2.4 Algorithm Vs Algorithm
By inspecting Figure 4.7, we notice that the average distance between domain expert
segmentation and algorithms is higher than distances between diﬀerent algorithms, which
seems to point to a certain consistency between algorithms. Therefore, the 3 ﬁrst rows
and columns are labeled using a darker color as we move outwards while the submatrix
composed of the other columns remains relatively within low values. By inspecting Figure
4.9, we also notice that on some datasets, some algorithms performed better that the best
average algorithm (transient microstates), even yielding 0-distance values. Also, on average,
EEG based segmentations using a window size of 1 performed better than those using a
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Figure 4.11: Sequence of screenshots from experimental protocol comparing two automated
segmentations: (top) lists segments found by the transient microstate algorithm with window
size 1; (bottom) shows segments found by the beta algorithm with window size 1. The beta
algorithm misses a few segments and shows a slight deviation from the transient microstate
algorithm. However, in screenshot 6, the beta algorithm showed a high level of granularity
for the “Stops and thinks” segment. This can be explained by the fact that the beta range
measures concentration.
window size of 2. This is partly due to the fact that lower window size values generate
larger segmentations and therefore cause more false positives or near positives. However, as
expected, domain expert segmentations are more similar to each others and the transient
microstate algorithm with windows size 1 performs the best as it incorporates data from all
the 64 electrodes of the EEG apparatus.
Diﬀerent EEG based segmentations seem to correlate with each other. This may hint
at the fact that while hardness of a design task increases, stress, fatigue or concentration
may increase or decrease as well in a correlated manner. More speciﬁcally, the transient
microstate algorithm (row 4 of Figure 4.7) seemed to remain in the range of 1− 3 seconds
diﬀerence over all datasets while most other PSD based algorithms seemed to remain in
the range of 1− 6 seconds when compared to each other with occasional spike in the 7− 9
seconds range.
While comparing domain expert segmentation to algorithm based segmentation provides
insight into who well an algorithm aligns with the intuition of what a segmentation should
be, comparing algorithms to each other provides additional information based on the
characteristics that each algorithm measures.
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Figure 4.11 compares two automated segmentation algorithms by aligning screenshots
from the experimental protocol with found segments.
4.5 Fatigue as a Multidimensional Concept in EEG Analysis
Aﬀective and cognitive engineering have recently gained momentum [BS15]. The goal
of aﬀective engineering is to capture human emotion reactivity in engineering systems.
Clear applications to systems relying on user experience or design sciences and engineering
can be found. In design sciences, it is often important to be able to get a glimpse at
human behaviour and cognition from raw data such as design protocols or design artifacts
[USD87,EG87,GM98,MGW98,KG08]. As for engineering systems, recent advances show
that they are evolving towards more human-centric approaches.
One of the main challenges in aﬀective or cognitive physiological engineering is to
determine what a given physiological measurement means. What does a subject’s eye
blinking pattern mean, what does a higher skin conductivity or heart rate mean or what does
it mean to have strong alpha channel measurement in an EEG signal. Researchers could
imprint their own subjective interpretation to the physiological measurements but these
could be erroneous or subjective. Furthermore, although all these measures have known
documented clinical and medical interpretations, albeit leading to confusion [Hoc13], in the
context of design sciences and engineering, interpretations may be lacking.
We propose to study the problem using a multistate approach by measuring diﬀerent
physiological signals and then analyze how they behave as an ensemble. Strong alpha
channels in an EEG may mean that a subject is in a reﬂexive and meditative state according
to the medical literature but it can also correlate with fatigue or eﬀort and this correlation
adds to the meaning and value of the measurement’s interpretation. A multistate approach
is then meant to analyze diﬀerent physiological signals (in this thesis, EEG features) as an
ensemble, a system of intercorrelated and interrelated metrics.
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For example, many rules of thumb exist in design sciences regarding the relationship
between eﬀort and fatigue, eﬀort and concentration or concentration and fatigue for exam-
ple. However, these are rarely quantiﬁed clearly, assuming quantiﬁcation is even possible.
Intuitively, we can say that these pairs of states are either positively or negatively correlated.
By using physiological measurements such as EEG signals, we can contribute to the analysis
of these states of mind in the context of design sciences and quantify their relationship
exactly. In this thesis, to do so, we use 9 time-domain and frequency domain features
computed over EEG signals: a time domain feature, the transient microstate percentage,
which was determined in the literature to measure hardness and mental eﬀort [NNZ15a]
and a set of 8 frequency domain features which measure diversely attention, fatigue and
concentration [JLFB09]. The goal is to determine quantitatively the relationship between
these features and their characteristics using a multistate approach.
It can also be noted that [Hoc13] describes fatigue as a poorly understood phenomenon
in psychology and that diﬀerent types of fatigue are routinely confused.
Monitoring physiological signals lends itself well to integration in engineering systems
and subsystems. It adds a human, aﬀective and cognitive perspective to engineering systems.
These systems can alternatively be control systems in vehicles, video game user experience,
feedback systems in health-oriented devices and other such control systems. Understanding
how physiological signals behave as an ensemble is aimed at improving our understanding of
design cognition, but also improving the usage of those signals in engineering systems and
subsystems.
4.5.1 Multistate Analysis of EEG Signal
A multistate analysis of a set of physiological signals is composed of a set of features (states)
extracted from the physiological signals. However, rather than analyzing these features
separately as is often done in the research literature, multistate analysis focuses on analyzing
these features as an ensemble (cf. Figure 4.12). Each feature is recorded in parallel on a
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subject performing a given task and the features are put in relation to each other. The
interrelations between the features are what deﬁne the system. Metrics are therefore relative
rather than being absolute.
The goals of multistate analysis of physiological signals is to provide the following:
1. View physiological signals as an ensemble of interrelated signals rather than isolated
metrics.
2. Provide aggregated statistics on these ensemble of physiological signals.
3. Identify loopholes and errors in the labeling of the characteristics of these physiological
signals by analyzing their behaviour as an ensemble.
4. Provide a human-centric perspective to a given engineering problem.
Figure 4.12: Features are analyzed as an ensemble of interrelated concepts (left) rather than
isolated facts (right).
In this thesis, we use a correlation grid to measure relationships between diﬀerent features
across diﬀerent subjects (cf. Figure 4.13). Signals that do not correlate are deemed to be
independent signals and add an analytical dimension to the ensemble.
Two rules of thumb arise from multistate analysis:
1. Features that do not correlate add a dimension of interpretation to the system and
features that correlate remove a dimension.
2. Features that refer to the same characteristic concept (label) should correlate.
Multistate analysis of EEG signals eﬀectively diﬀerentiates spurious dimensions from
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Figure 4.13: Multistate analysis provides a grid of interrelations between features of a set of
physiological signals and are aggregate across diﬀerent experiment datasets. The strength of
the relationship is aggregated in a distance matrix.







(a) Number of Transient Microstates






Figure 4.14: Figure (a) shows the number of transient microstates (y-axis) vs the segment
label (x-axis). Figure (b) shows feature (theta+alpha)/beta (y-axis) vs the segment label
(x-axis). A trended curve is given in red and shows a negative correlation between both
Figure (a) and (b) curves.
non-spurious dimensions by correlating features and also validates characteristic labels
associated to EEG features. It identiﬁes features that move together in a given physiological
system.
4.5.2 Experimental Results and Analysis
We have aggregated the results from 8 experiments lasting around 30 minutes to 1.5 hours
during which subjects were asked to solve diﬀerent design problems while being recorded on
a touchpad and having their EEG monitored. EEG bandwidth was set at 500 samples per
second.
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A B C D E F G H I
A 1.000 0.816 0.184 0.604 0.259 0.847 0.589 0.586 0.271
B 0.816 1.000 0.290 0.676 0.300 0.962 0.718 0.642 0.429
C 0.184 0.290 1.000 0.585 0.394 0.193 0.094 0.045 0.327
D 0.604 0.676 0.585 1.000 0.621 0.664 0.348 0.458 0.036
E 0.259 0.300 0.394 0.621 1.000 0.311 0.027 0.618 0.347
F 0.847 0.962 0.193 0.664 0.311 1.000 0.722 0.719 0.390
G 0.589 0.718 0.094 0.348 0.027 0.722 1.000 0.393 0.707
H 0.586 0.642 0.045 0.458 0.618 0.719 0.393 1.000 0.037
I 0.271 0.429 0.327 0.036 0.347 0.390 0.707 0.037 1.000
Figure 4.15: Correlations matrix between diﬀerent EEG features: (A) transient microstate
percentage, (B) alpha range - TYPE-1 Fatigue, (C) beta range, (D) theta range, (E) delta
range, (F) (theta+alpha)/beta - TYPE-2 Fatigue, (G) alpha/beta - TYPE-3 Fatigue, (H)
(theta+alpha)/(alpha+beta) - TYPE-4 Fatigue and (I) theta/beta - TYPE-5 Fatigue.
EEG related signals are often too noisy to be used as raw signals for analysis since the
signal bandwidth is high. To alleviate this, we trend the signals using a window size. In
our experiments, we have found that a window size of 25 works well as it is long enough
to capture enough information while short enough to capture an adequate level of details.
Figure 4.14 shows such trended curves.
We noticed that on most subjects, fatigue metrics were high at the beginning of the design
sessions and at the end of the design sessions (cf. Figure 4.14). While it can be intuitive
that fatigue be high at the end of a session, the high levels of fatigue at the beginning of the
sessions can be explained by an “ice-breaking” phenomenon. Subjects were asked to be at
rest with eyes closed before starting the design session and transition from rest to work most
likely caused a spike in fatigue metrics before entering a ‘cruising-speed” mode. This hints
at the fact that fatigue may be relative to the current state (physical and psychological) of
a subject. In parallel, the transient microstate percentages (measuring eﬀort) showed on
most subjects an inverse bell curve shape (cf. Figure 4.14). It may be intuitive that at the
beginning of the experiments, subjects showed less eﬀort because, on one hand, the design
problem (Design Problem 1) was trivial to solve and, on the other hand, subjects had just
been in an eyes-closed rest state. However, the drop in the transient microstate percentage
at the end of the design episode can only be explained by seeing the increase in fatigue
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metrics. As fatigue increases, the available eﬀort that a subject can provide decreases. We
also noticed that local spikes in the fatigue feature curves and drops in the eﬀort feature
curve occurred when the subjects were solving non-trivial problems that required more of
their attention.
Figure 4.15 displays a correlation matrix between diﬀerent EEG features. In general,
we can say that the transient microstate percentage showed negative correlation with the
frequency-domain features that we have used. For these, the correlation coeﬃcient ranged
from −0.184 to −0.847. This would lead us to believe that eﬀort (the characteristic label of
the transient microstate percentage [NZ14b,NNZ15a]) is negatively correlated with fatigue,
concentration and attention at various levels. This follows a rule of thumb intuition that
a subject that is more fatigued can produce less mental eﬀort. However, some correlation
coeﬃcients in this analysis were quite low. This also follows the popular belief that athletes
are able to withstand larger eﬀorts because they are not fatigued as quickly as non-athletes.
Perhaps, what is more intriguing is the correlation between diﬀerent frequency-domain
features which in the case of the beta range and the 4 composite features we used
((theta+alpha)/beta, alpha/beta, (theta+alpha)/(alpha+beta) and theta/beta) all measure
to some extent fatigue. Since the correlation between these fatigue metrics is sometimes low,
we can safely assume that what is measured is not the same type of fatigue. A multistate
analysis enables us to discover that the fatigue metrics do not always correlate with each other
and therefore must measure diﬀerent types of fatigue. We label TYPE-1 Fatigue the beta
feature, TYPE-2 Fatigue the composite (theta+alpha)/beta feature, TYPE-3 fatigue the
composite alpha/beta feature, TYPE-4 Fatigue the composite (theta+alpha)/(alpha+beta)
feature and TYPE-5 Fatigue the composite theta/beta feature. TYPE-1 Fatigue is reported
in the related literature to measure a combination of concentration and fatigue while TYPE-3
Fatigue is reported to measure a combination of attention and fatigue. For example, since
TYPE-1 Fatigue and TYPE-3 Fatigue only show a correlation coeﬃcient of −0.094, they
are assumed to be measuring a diﬀerent underlying characteristic. Each type of fatigue is
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then assumed to measure diﬀerent characteristics.
The idea that fatigue is multidimensional is not new. [Hoc13] describes canonical types
of fatigue in his monography on fatigue (e.g. mental, physical, sleepiness) stating that types
of fatigue are routinely confused.
TYPE-1 Fatigue has a concentration ﬂavour to it. Since TYPE-2 Fatigue is a composite
of theta and alpha bands normalized on a beta band, we can assume that it incorporates
relaxation, focus, concentration, drowsiness and inhibition. TYPE-3 Fatigue is an alpha
band normalized with a beta band and measures the relaxation-concentration ratio in fatigue.
TYPE-4 Fatigue measures the ratio between the theta band and the beta band augmented
with the alpha band and therefore measures the concentration-drowsiness ratio in addition to
relaxation and focus. TYPE-5 Fatigue measures the concentration-drowsiness ratio without
correction factors. Following [Hoc13], TYPE-1 and TYPE-3 Fatigue would be more cognitive;
TYPE-2, TYPE-4 and TYPE-5 would be a mix of cognitive fatigue and sleepiness.
Strong positive correlation (> 0.8) was found between the TYPE-2 fatigue and the alpha
range (0.962) hinting at a relationship between relaxation and TYPE-2 Fatigue. Strong
negative correlation (< −0.8) was found between the transient microstate percentage and
the alpha range (-0.816) and TYPE-2 Fatigue (-0.847). This leads to an inverse relationship
between eﬀort and the relaxation-TYPE-2 Fatigue pair.
Medium range positive correlation (> 0.6) was also found between the alpha range and
the theta range (0.676) and TYPE-3 (0.718) and 4 Fatigue (0.642). This hints at the loose
relationships between relaxation and drowsiness and relaxation and fatigue. Medium range
positive correlation (> 0.6) was also found between the theta range, the delta range (0.621)
and TYPE-2 Fatigue (0.664). A loose relationship between drowsiness and TYPE-2 fatigue
can then be seen. Medium range negative correlation (< −0.6) was found between eﬀort
and the theta range (-0.604). This leads to a loose inverse relationship between eﬀort and
drowsiness as eﬀort would typically be negatively correlated with the latter. Fatigue metrics
tend to correlate positively to each other albeit at diﬀerent levels as they refer to the same
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concept. Low correlation would however lead us to posit a multidimensional deﬁnition of
fatigue.
Transient microstate percentage were shown to correlate signiﬁcantly with some fatigue
metrics but not with others. This strenghtens the idea that the fatigue characteristic in
EEG features is no unidimensional but rather a multidimensional concept. Since features
do not correlate with each other, each of them brings a new dimension to the problem
domain. We could easily extend our intuition to the concept of mental eﬀort. The transient
microstate percentage, which measures eﬀort, acts like a baseline where the other features
can be compared and various measures of fatigue can diﬀerentiate themselves.
Multistate analysis of EEG signals allows us to diﬀerentiate diﬀerent types of fatigue. In
a single state analysis, we would have easily concluded that fatigue is negatively correlated
with eﬀort and hardness. A multistate analysis shows that diﬀerent fatigue metrics behave
diﬀerently as an ensemble and can therefore not measure the same characteristic. Each
feature that does not correlate brings an analytical dimension to the problem domain.
It can be noted that the correlation matrix used in our approach uses trended signals
(where noise is interpolated out). The relationship between this correlation matrix and its




where λ are the eigenvalues of correlation matrixC andw is a vector yielding the contribution
of each principal components to the overall variance in percentage.
4.6 Eﬀort, Fatigue and Concentration In the Conceptual De-
sign Process
Physiological studies of design provide scientiﬁc tools to validate and further our under-
standing of design theories and design methodologies. A fundamental tool in physiological
studies are EEG measurements of the brain. Table 2.2 lists major work done in the hybrid
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ﬁeld of design sciences and neurosciences (EEG). Most of the work done in the ﬁeld has
mostly emerged in the 2010s to study design sciences (theory and methodology), design of
information systems and psychological/cognitive aspects of design while some early work
can be found in [Go7] (on the impact of experience on design problem solving). EEGs are
more ﬂexible than competing technologies such as fMRI and MRI as they can be readily
integrated in an experimental protocol where subjects are asked to perform various design
tasks while having their signals monitored. Since design is fundamentally a mental task, we
argue that such EEG tools can provide insight in the conceptual design process. Another
tool that is popular in the ﬁeld of design sciences are design protocols. Design protocols
have been studies in [CCD96,USD87,EG87,GM98,MGW98,KG08,JY09]. design protocol
analysis methods have evolved into a compendium of techniques which have been succesfully
used to study the conceptual design process.
We propose the study of design using a hybrid combination of protocol analysis and EEG
signal monitoring to further and validate current understanding of the conceptual design
process. The aim of this hybrid study is to provide scientiﬁc methods for the validation of
design theories and design methodologies. To analyze EEG signals, we use a wide array
of machine learning techniques (clustering, segmentation, P2ML algorithm [PMML95])
to extract features (spatio-temporal and frequency domain features) and their associated
underlying concepts (eﬀort, fatigue, concentration). Such questions we ask ourselves are as
follows: How can eﬀort, fatigue and concentration be measured on a subject solving design
problems? How does eﬀort impact the conceptual design process? How does fatigue relate
to eﬀort in the conceptual design process? What is the relationship between concentration
and creativity or ﬁxation? How does concentration manifests itself in the conceptual design
process? Is the design process fundamentally iterative and recursive?
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4.6.1 Quantitative Analysis of EEG signals of Design Protocols
A ﬁrst step in the analysis of design protocols using EEG signals is to be able to associate
EEG features and their associated patterns to the video sequences provided in the design
protocol. In this thesis, to perform this analysis, we ﬁrst compute a feature curve from
the EEG data (spatio-temporal or frequency domain features). It is often the case that
those feature curves are sampled at frequencies that are too high to provide human-readable
information and insight. Following the computation of these feature curves, we either
interpolate these curves (to cancel out the noise) or cluster the values into smaller numbers
of segments. In the case of interpolation, once interpolation has been performed, we can
perform operations such as correlation on the feature curves to see if the features relate
to each other (we do this when analyzing fatigue). In the case of clustering, we can then
segment the cluster classiﬁcation of the feature curves into time segments and easily compare
with the EEG video protocol for patterns (we do this when analyzing concentration). For
example, if the EEG feature curve clusters to the following: 2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 2,
2 (where the integer values are the cluster centroid index), we can determine that there
are 5 segments in the feature curve: (2,2,2), (3,3), (5,5,5), (4,4), (2,2), each of which are
associated with a time range in the original video. Clustering and interpolation allow for a
form of dimensionality reduction which makes the original feature curve more tractable to
analysis and processing.
Algorithm 4.1 describes a general process to compute a human-readable segmentation
from feature curves (transient microstates and PSD). Larger values of w yield coarser
segmentations and larger values of k yield ﬁner grained segmentations.
The goal of this analysis is many-fold. We look to associate concepts (eﬀort, fatigue,
concentration) to EEG features (transient microstates, frequency ranges). Sometimes the
association is already well-known from the medical and physiology literature. Also, we ﬁnd
relations between diﬀerent EEG features and their associated concepts (related concepts
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should correlate with each other). We ﬁnd patterns between the underlying video design
protocol (of subjects performing design tasks while having their EEG recorded) and the
concepts and features we have extracted from the data as to provide insight in the conceptual
design process. In some cases, the patterns we uncover by analysis of EEG signals may
validate existing design theories or provide new insight on design phenomena. For example, in
the case of concentration, we were able to validate the theories of design creativity discussed
in [NZ12c].
From a design perspective, the usage of physiological signals to analyze the conceptual
design processes can help validating theories of design and methodologies of design. It
provides insight into design processes which are seen as human-centric phenomena.
4.6.1.1 Quantifying Eﬀort
In [NNZ15a], it was determined that the transient microstate percentage correlated with
subjective ratings of eﬀort and problem hardness. This can be understood by seeing that,
as scalp ﬁeld maps change their conﬁguration in a more transient manner (short lasting
conﬁguration changes), the brain is using more energy and this is more likely to correlate with
mental eﬀort. Since transient microstate percentages only correlate with subjective eﬀort
ratings, we must add that transient microstate percentages are not causative of subjective
ratings of eﬀort (as correlation is not causation) and only a metric for mental eﬀort.
Transient microstate percentage curves by themselves are too high frequency to provide
any valuable information on the design process. To address this, we have extracted from the
transient microstate percentage curves cluster information using a conventional clustering
algorithm (since the data is 1-dimensional, the performance of the clustering algorithm is not
an issue). To do this, we have eﬀectively clustered the transient microstate percentage curve
into n clusters and from the cluster index information, we have extracted time segments.
This process deﬁnes the transient microstate percentage segmentation. In practice, the
parameter n we used was 5 and deﬁnes the granularity of the segmentation. Lower values of
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n yield coarser segmentations while higher values of n yield ﬁner grained segmentations.
Algorithm 4.1: General Segmentation Algorithm
Data: potential data V, number of centroids k and window size w
Result: segmentation S
1 i=0;
2 while i<length(V)/w do
3 Fi = compute features of Vi∗w,(i+1)∗w−1;
4 ++i;
5 C=Cluster F using k centroids;
6 i=0;
7 while i<length(C) do







Fatigue is a well-studied concept in the related EEG medical and physiology literature.
Table 4.5 lists a set of frequency based features that are commonly used in EEG analysis.
Many of them relate to fatigue and it is a valid question to determine if all these fatigue
metrics actually refer to the same underlying concept. To address this question, we can
verify if all these fatigue metrics correlate with each other. If indeed they refer to the same
concept of fatigue, it is safe to say that they should correlate with each other. If not, we can
assume that these fatigue metrics do not refer to the same notion of fatigue and that fatigue
may be a multidimensional concept from an EEG perspective. On the latter, [Hoc13] states
that diﬀerent types of fatigue (mental, drowsiness, physical) are often confused with each
other in research.
To perform this analysis, we have computed the correlation between diﬀerent EEG
feature curves. More speciﬁcally, we have tried to determine if the transient microstate
percentage curve (eﬀort) correlated with diﬀerent metrics of fatigue. An intuitive rule of
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thumb in design studies would push us to believe that a negative correlation exists between
eﬀort and fatigue as when a subject is fatigued, he can no longer produce high levels of
eﬀort. Furthermore, we try to determine if fatigue is a single dimensional concept in EEG
analysis (all fatigue metrics correlate with each other) or multidimensional (some fatigue
metrics do not correlate with each other).
To compute the correlation between feature curves however, we need to take into
account that such feature curves are often too noisy (high frequency) to be eﬀectively
correlated without yielding spurious results. We have therefore interpolated the feature
curves prior to computing correlation. The interpolation method we used is radial basis
function interpolation as it is known to handle nonlinear data well (EEG data is often seen
as nonlinear with non integral fractal dimensions) This eﬀectively provides the general trend
of the feature curves and eﬀectively cancels out noise.
Algorithm 4.2: Levels of Concentration Algorithm Using Binning
Data: time window size w and time oﬀset s
Result: levels of concentration C
1 S = compute beta segmentation using Algorithm 3;
2 i=0;
3 t=0;
4 while i< time length(S/s ) do
5 Ci = # segments in S between times t and t+ w;
6 ++ i;
7 t = t+ s;
8 Return C;
4.6.1.3 Quantifying Concentration
To measure segments with higher levels of concentration, we ﬁrst computed the PSD curve
on the beta range of the EEG of each design protocols. After analyzing the beta range PSD,
we noticed from the protocols that segments where the subjects were visibly concentrating
corresponded to segments where the beta range PSD was highly volatile. We computed
this volatility by segmenting the beta PSD into time domain values (like for the previous
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Figure 4.16: Excerpt from the design protocol data of a subject solving Problem 4. Below
are timestamps generated by the segmentation algorithm. At screenshot 6, a large quantity
of timestamps are generated. This indicates a modal shift in concentration. In this case,
the modal shift occurs while the subject is erasing his previous design and redrawing from
scratch a new one (tabula rasa event).
eﬀort and fatigue features). This was done by clustering the beta range PSD into 5 clusters
and identifying time domain values as time slots where the cluster values changed. The
parameter 5 was determined by testing other values and looking for the best granularity
segmentation. Following this, heightened concentration was determined to be lapses of time
where the time segmentation generated many values. More speciﬁcally, we used a sliding
window of length 1 minute and oﬀset 5 seconds. For example, if the time segmentation (in
minutes and seconds) was 2:30, 3:30, 4:20, 4.21, 4:30, 4:32, 4:40, 4:50, we determined that
high levels of concentration were measurable between 4:20 and 4:40. Binning of the time
segmentation based on a sliding window is displayed in Figure 4.17. Algorithm 4.2 shows
how these bins were calculated.
Heightened concentration in a subject is not only measurable through high values
in the beta frequency range, but also through higher variability in the beta range. We
determined that higher concentration in a subject was detectable when the beta frequency
range segmentation of the protocol produced a large number of segments clustered in a short
time period. This means that subjects had a higher variability in their beta range rather
than a sustained higher value of the range. From a design perspective, this would in turn
hint at the fact that concentration may not be a continuous state of heightened beta values
but rather an increased variability in those values.
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Figure 4.17: Plot of computed concentration levels for a given protocol: a sliding window of
length 1 second and oﬀset 5 seconds was used on the time segmentation of the Beta range
curves. The number of segments that occurred within the range of the sliding window was
counted (y-axis).
4.6.2 Analysis
In this section, we discuss how EEG metrics of eﬀort, fatigue and concentration, monitored
using the techniques discussed in the previous sections, may impact our understanding of the
conceptual design process. We ﬁrst discuss the impact of eﬀort monitoring and then discuss
how fatigue correlated with eﬀort. We ﬁnish our analysis by discussing how concentration
relates to creativity and ﬁxation and how the design process can be shown to be iterative in
nature from our study of concentration.
From our analysis on eﬀort in the conceptual design process, we have found that low
peaks in eﬀort (Figure 4.14a shows an example of this) could be found at the beginning of
the design process and the end of the process (while local smaller peaks also occurred during
the process). We also found that high peaks of fatigue could be found at the beginning
and at the end of the design process (Figure 4.14b shows an example of this). For the
peak found at the beginning of the design process, we can safely infer the existence of an
ice-breaking phenomenon. An ice-breaking phenomenon could be deﬁned as a situation
where the eﬀort required by a designer to start the design process is high regardless of
whether what he is performing is hard or easy. The existence of an ice-breaking phenomena
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Figure 4.18: Screenshot from a video protocol (the question was to design an escalator for
people in wheelchairs) where the subject is entering a tabula rasa sequence and erasing
partially his design to replace it with a new design. Such sequences were found to have
heightened measured concentration levels.
reinforces the need for warm-up problems in the conceptual design process as performance
at start is low no matter what the nature of the problem is [WSJ13]. For the peak found
at the end of the design process, we can infer that the impacting factor for eﬀort in the
design process is the overall length of the design process. We explained peaks at the end of
the design process using the theory on continuous work and performance/fatigue described
in [Ara12,KDKM12]. Surprisingly, eﬀort incurred during the design process seems to be
transient with only smaller local peaks occurring on harder tasks.
Furthermore, we found that eﬀort and some measures of fatigue (i.e. the TYPE-2
(theta+alpha)/beta fatigue feature) were negatively correlated which would lead to the
conclusion that there is a trade-oﬀ between eﬀort and fatigue: as fatigue increases, there is
less energy left to provide an eﬀort. Figure 4.14 shows an example of this pattern that can
be found in our data. Trended features curves (in red) of eﬀort and fatigue (i.e. TYPE-2
fatigue) show a negative correlation. This pattern was found throughout our datasets and
the average value of this negative correlation was found to be −0.847. This conﬁrms the
existence of a capacity model for eﬀort and fatigue [Kah73]. We also found a negative
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correlation between the theta band and eﬀort, albeit a less convincing value of −0.604. The
theta band usually measures the idleness and drowsiness dimensions of fatigue. There was
also a negative correlation between the alpha band and eﬀort (a value of −0.816): the alpha
band measure relaxation states. We posit that TYPE-2 fatigue (i.e. the fatigue measure
which correlated the most with eﬀort) measured mental fatigue. Like for eﬀort, peaks in
fatigue occur at the beginning and the end of the design session although in the case of
fatigue, they are high peaks. This conﬁrms the existance of an ice-breaking phenomenon
and an end-of-session phenomenon. This is in line with studies which show that to improve
designer strategies, it is best to reduce the length of each design session rather than to
decrease the diﬃculty of each individual design problems. It also stresses the importance of
warm-up problems and the importance of not starting with the harder and more important
problems [WSJ13]. This is a clear case where physiological studies of design can validate a
design strategy.
During our analysis of concentration, we found that heightened levels of concentration
were detected in segments where the subjects where in a tabula rasa sequence. Tabula rasa
sequences were sequences where subjects were undergoing complete reevaluation of their
design and were detected by noticing that the subjects were erasing completely or partially
their previous design on the sketchpad. These sequences were also often accompanied by
long pauses in the design protocol which would indicate thought and hence concentration.
As stated in the previous section, concentration seemed to not be so much a constant state
of heightened concentration but rather a higher variability in the concentration metrics used,
which would lead to indicate that concentration is a state of higher turbulence rather than a
constant state of mind.
In addition to high concentration sequences, we found that low concentration sequences
were associated to automatic responses where the subjects went from problem analysis
(reading the question) to solution draft immediately without much pauses in the video
protocol. Automatic responses may be related to the problem of ﬁxation in design problem
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solving [NZ16a] where a ﬁrst response may not be the good one (and conveys a bias that is
sometimes hard to get rid of in the design process).
In terms of concentration, protocols can be seen as oscillating between sequences where
the answer is easy and automatic and sequences where the subject doubt their answers and
restart from scratch (which we term tabula rasa sequences).
This pattern found in concentration levels of various subjects validates a theory on
design creativity brought forth by [NZ12c]. In the latter, it is postulated that design can
be seen as the sequence of iterates {Pi,Si}, {Pi+1,Si+1}, {Pi+2,Si+2}, . . . where P, S are
Problem-Solution pairs. This sequence of iterates being nonlinear can end up in a chaotic
state. More speciﬁcally, it is said that design creativity is the proces of generating these
iterates: Pi+1 replaces Pi and Si+1 replaces Si. This is exactly what occurs during design
segments where subjects are solving a more complex problem. They eﬀectively erase part or
all of their previous solution to replace it with a new one and we can infer that since the
solution changed, the problem domain might have changed as well.
4.7 Modal Shifts in Concentration Indicate Creativity
Modal shifts are said to indicate heightened creativity in the conceptual design process.
These modal shifts are traditionally detected using concurrent verbal protocols. However, it
is known that verbal protocols fail in some situations such as when dealing with creativity,
insight, nonverbalizable and nonconscious processes. It is an open debate in the design
literature on verbal protocols whether nonconscious (nonverbalizable) processing is signiﬁcant
or not. We used EEG signals recorded on subjects who were asked to solve design problems
on a sketch pad to detect modal shifts in concentration. We found that modal shifts in
concentration were often occurring when subjects were erasing completely their previous
solution and restarting a new solution from scratch (i.e. tabula rasa event), indicating
heightened creativity. From EEG segments where modal shifts in concentration were deemed
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to be high, we performed source localization using the LORETA algorithm. Cross-checking
with the physiology literature on the neurology of creativity, we found that regions of the
brains associated with creativity (e.g. prefrontal lobe) were activated during modal shifts.
Furthermore, we determined that the right prefrontal lobe, associated with insight (e.g. Aha!
experience) solutions, was dominant in circa 25% of the samples in our modal shift excerpts.
This leads us to believe that nonconscious (nonverbalizable and insight) processing is non
negligible in the analysis of the conceptual design process.
Modal shifts [CCD94] were proposed as a model for detecting creativity bursts in the
study of the conceptual design process. Modal shifts are episodes where “especially during
creative periods of conceptual design, designers alternate rapidly in shifts of attention between
diﬀerent aspects of their task, or between diﬀerent modes of activity”, or diﬀerent design
strategies [Cro01]. Traditionally, these modal shifts are detected using verbal protocol [ES84].
A subject concurrently verbalizes his thoughts while solving a design problem. The recordings
of these verbal protocols are then encoded and segmented. When a large number of segments
related to ideation and solution generation occurs in a given short time period, modal shifts
are said to occur. These modal shifts were found to indicate creativity [Cro01]. However,
verbal protocols are known to have weaknesses. They are known to fail when faced with
nonreportable processes [CS10] such as: creative tasks, insight (e.g. Aha! experience,
gestalt), aﬀective judgment, task parallelism or automated tasks (e.g. facial recognition,
visual recognition tasks) [KP00].
While verbal protocols may fail in particular situations, electroencephalograms (EEG)
excel at measuring states of mind (e.g. mental eﬀort, concentration, fatigue). Used in
conjunction with source localization techniques, regions of the brain that are activated
at a given time can be approximately identiﬁed and cross-referenced with the physiology
literature. For example, if creativity is said to occur, the prefrontal cortex is most likely to be
activated and, if an insight solution [JBBH+04] is said to occur, the right prefrontal cortex
and the right anterior superior temporal gyrus are most likely to be activated. In [NNZ15b],
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a method to segment design protocols based on mental eﬀort (measured using EEG transient
microstate percentages) was discussed. More speciﬁcally, variations in mental eﬀort were
used as a heuristic to segment a design protocol into time points. These segments could
emulate basic segmentations performed by domain experts while providing insight into hidden
cognitive structures that are not easily visible. Following this line of research, we segmented
our design protocols using an EEG metric for concentration (i.e. beta band). Concentration
“means a work state where cognitive resources are assigned to target work” [SOM+13]. In
EEG analysis, concentration is associated to the beta band [BBGW08]. We found that
periods of high concentration followed a modal shift model. More speciﬁcally, we found that
periods of heightened concentration were associated with higher variability of the beta band
segmentation of an EEG signal. That is, heightened concentration produced more short
duration time segments indicating modal shifts in concentration. These periods of heightened
concentration were associated with segments in the design protocols where subjects were
rethinking completely their sketched solutions and erasing their previous solution to sketch
a new solution (we term those sequences tabula rasa events).
Using these beta band segmentations, we isolated segments in the EEG signals where
heightened concentration occurs. We then used Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography
(LORETA) as a method to perform source localization on the associated scalp ﬁeld data
[PMML94b]. creativity is often associated to the prefrontal cortex. Based on the left/right
hemisphere model of brain function, it is known that the right hemisphere is associated with
insight (e.g. Aha! experience, not easily verbalizable solutions) while the left hemisphere is
associated with logic and language (e.g. verbalizable solutions). Using source localization,
we were then able to distinguish insight solutions from verbalizable solutions.
We have found evidence supporting the following:
• Modal shifts in concentration indicate creativity (they often happen when a tabula
rasa event is under way).
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Figure 4.19: Excerpt from the design protocol data of a subject solving Problem 4. Below
are timestamps generated by the segmentation algorithm. At screenshot 6, a large quantity
of timestamps are generated. This indicates a modal shift in concentration. In this case,
the modal shift occurs while the subject is erasing his previous design and redrawing from
scratch a new one (tabula rasa event).
• During modal shifts in concentration, the left and right prefrontal lobes are activated
with, as pattern, an alternation between insight (nonconscious, right obe) solutions
and verbalizable (conscious, left lobe) solutions.
• During modal shifts in concentration, dominance of the left and right upper frontal
area occured in circa 25
Evidence gathered through our experiments shows that the importance of nonconscious and
nonverbalizable processing should not be ignored and that insight (nonreportable) solutions
do eﬀectively occur in the conceptual design process.
As a ﬁrst step in our analysis, we extracted from the design protocol data available
sequences where we determined that concentration was high. High concentration was
determined to happen when modal shifts in the beta feature curves occurred. More speciﬁcally,
we segmented the design protocols using the beta values and when, on short time lapses,
many time segments were produced, we determined that a modal shift in concentration
occurred. Figure 4.19 shows an EEG signal and its beta ﬁltering for such a sequence where
concentration was high. Interestingly, we found that such modal shifts in concentration
often occurred when subjects were in a tabula rasa event.
We then performed source localization on the samples (scalp ﬁeld maps) of these excerpts
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where it was determined that concentration was high. The goal was to determine if these
sequences were indicative of higher levels of creativity. If such was the case, modal shifts in
concentration would then be indicative of creativity. To determine this, we crosschecked
with the physiology literature where creativity is said occur when the prefrontal lobe is
activated. Some work shows that creativity also occurs when the right posterior cingulate
and the basal ganglia are activated. Furthermore, two types of creativity occur: insight
creativity (e.g. Aha! experience and gestalt) and verbalizable creativity (e.g. logic and
language). Insight creativity is said to occur when the right prefrontal lobe or the right
anterior superior temporal gyrus (right upper temporal lobe) are activated. Verbalizable
creativity is said to occur when the left prefrontal lobe is activated. Table 4.7 shows that
activation regions were found to be the left and right prefrontal and frontal lobes, the right
temporal lobe and other regions associated with creativity. Activation of the left and right
frontal lobe (motor cortex) was most likely due to voluntary movement control (subjects
were sketching on a sketchpad). During the segment of the design protocol we analyzed,
we found that there was an alternation between left prefrontal lobe activation and right
prefrontal lobe activation indicating alternation between insight and logical solution ﬁnding.
Figure 4.20 shows a sequence of samples that were source localized and Table 4.7
summarizes the activation patterns of each source localized sample. While in a tabula rasa
event, a subjects mind eﬀectively alternates between insight (nonconscious) solutions and
verbalizable (conscious) solutions.
While in a tabula rasa event, a subject’s mind eﬀectively alternates between insight
(nonconscious) solutions and verbalizable (conscious) solutions. To compare activation
patterns in the left-frontal-upper and the right-frontal-upper quadrants of our brain model,
we determined the number of times the average magnitude per voxel in any of the 8 quadrants
of our 3D model was a maximum value. Following this analysis, we determined that the
left-frontal-upper quadrant (which contains the left frontal and prefrontal lobes) dominated in
23.68% of samples whereas the right-frontal-upper quadrant (which contains the right frontal
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Figure 4.20: Slices of the spherical 3D model of the brain we used at diﬀerent z values (-0.79,
-0.58, - 0.37, -0.16, 0.05, 0.26, 0.47, 0.68, 0.89) which also corresponded to the location of
the voxel slices. White denotes high density magnitudes while black denotes low density
magnitudes.
and prefrontal lobes) dominated in 26.66% of samples. Although both values are similar,
indicating that insight and intuitive solutions were at par with logical and verbalizable
solutions, insight solutions can be seen to have a slight edge in the design protocol excerpt
we used, emphasizing the importance of nonconscious processing.
Although LORETA is only an approximation of source localization (as the underlying
matrix equations are underdetermined), we saw a clear activation pattern in the alternation
of right and left frontal and prefrontal lobe activation during the design segment where we
found modal shifts in concentration. Furthermore, other structures often associated with
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Table 4.7: Approximate regions of the brain activated related to creativity. Timestamps
are relative to the beginning of the sequence (with high levels of concentration) excerpted
from a design episode. The sequence occurs while a subject is solving Problem 4 and is in a
tabula rasa event.
Segment Timestamp Activation
A 1 sec. left frontal and prefrontal lobe, right temporal lobe
B 3 sec. right frontal and prefrontal lobe, basal ganglia
C 28 sec. right frontal and prefrontal lobe, left prefrontal lobe, right
temporal lobe
D 36 sec. left frontal and prefrontal lobe, left superior temporal gyrus
E 52 sec. right frontal and prefrontal lobe
F 58 sec. left frontal and prefrontal lobe, right superior temporal gyrus
creativity, such as the superior temporal lobes, were at moment activated. These activation
patterns where stable for subsecond periods and quickly shifted to another stable subsecond
pattern.
Modal shifts seem to be indicative of designer creativity. “The apparent importance of
frequent shifts of attention or activity mode in inﬂuencing either the creativity or overall
quality of the design concepts produced” is discussed in [Cro01,CCD94]. [NZ12c] describes
creativity as a sequence of iterates that can fall into a chaotic state. More speciﬁcally,
the iterates {Pi,Ki, Si}, {Pi+1,Ki+1, Si+1}, {Pi+2,Ki+2,Si+2}, where P, K, S are Problem-
Knowledge-Solution triplets are considered. In our research, we found that concentration
(beta band) was better understood using the concept of modal shifts as segments of the
protocol data where subjects were experiencing tabula rasa events (erasing their prior design
and replacing it with a new one) were associated with high levels of short duration segments
in the beta feature segmentation. In contrast, segments where the beta features were simply
elevated did not describe as completely the subject’s state of mind as did modal shifts in
beta features. These theories (the theory of modal shifts [Cro01] and the non-linear dynamic
theory of creativity [NZ12c]) ﬁt well with the empirical evidence we have found using EEG
frequency domain analysis and source localization (LORETA). Although LORETA is only
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an approximation, we were still able to ﬁnd a pattern in the activation loci of the EEG
signals we gathered while subjects were performing design tasks, which were in agreement
with underlying theories on the neurology of creativity.
4.8 A Real-Time Algorithm for Transient Microstate Per-
centages
4.8.1 Real-Time Approximation of Transient Microstates
Given a set of N measurements at time t = 0, . . . , N − 1 and n electrode locations, a scalp
ﬁeld map is a sequence of n electrode potential values Vt at a given time t. More speciﬁcally,
if an epoch consists of a matrix Vx,t measured at x = 0, . . . , n− 1 and t = 0, . . . , N − 1, a
scalp ﬁeld map is a 1× n vector given by Vt for some value t ∈ [0, N − 1].
The transient microstate percentage is then given by:
T.M.% =
# of transient microstates
N
(4.4)
Using the P2ML algorithm, the number of transient microstates is given by the diﬀerence
between the number of segments found using the P2ML algorithm and the number of
segments found using the regularized P2ML algorithm which penalizes short duration
microstates. The computation of the P2ML algorithm is expensive computationally as
datasets grow larger. Our approximation technique measures the norm of the rate of change




1, ‖x− y‖2 ≥ 
0, otherwise
(4.5)
for some sensitivity parameter  and some contiguous scalp ﬁelds given by x = Vκt and
y = Vκ(t+1), each of length n. In particular, we are ﬁrst taking the pairwise diﬀerence of
contiguous scalp ﬁelds and then taking the Euclidean norm of the resulting vector. This










(a) Transient microstate percentages computed using








(b) Computed error between both computations
Figure 4.21: Computation of the transient microstate percentages using P2ML and our
method comparisons. F1 and F2 parameters were  = 15, κ = 1 and ω = 2. The average
number of transient microstates found using P2Ml was 513.116 and 537.858 using our method,
or less than half a percent diﬀerence.
compact bitstream. To approximate the number of microstates, we then sum the values








for some parameter κ used to compensate for data bandwidths (e.g. κ = 1). To approximate







i=j xi = ω + 1
0, otherwise
, ∀xj = 1 (4.7)
for some sensitivity window length ω (e.g. ω = 2). F1 eﬀectively approximates the number
of microstates using an algorithm such as the P2ML algorithm while F2 ﬁlters the number










where the union operator generates an F1-bitmap. Both ﬁlters can be computed in O(N)
yielding a linear overall computational complexity and can be implemented as a streaming
algorithm with low memory footprint.
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Table 4.8: Performance benchmarks
Problem Size P2ML Performance Filter Method Performance
1, 000× 63 4.50843 secs 0.0936 secs
5, 000× 63 36.5166 secs 0.998406 secs
10, 000× 63 78.8741 secs 4.05603 secs




900, 000× 63 441.072 mins 6.41997 mins
4.8.2 Experiments and Validation
We experimented with our method using an EEG signal of 900, 000 samples measured at
a sample rate of 500 samples/sec using P2ML as a baseline of comparison. Figure 4.21(a)
shows the transient microstate percentage of an EEG epoch divided into disjoint windows
using P2ML and our method and Figure 4.21(b) shows the error computed between the
results of both methods. The error experimentally camps within a range of ±10% and
±0.5% on average. While the transient microstate percentage computed using our method
showed peaks with respect to the transient micostate percentage computed using the P2ML
algorithms, it can be noted that accuracy can be improved by repeating the computation
over diﬀerent samples and averaging the results. To show this, we computed the transient
microstate percentages of the EEG signal containing 900, 000 samples using a window of
5, 000 samples. The average number of transient microstates computed using the P2ML
algorithms was 513.116 while the average number of transient microstates computed using
our method was 537.858. This gives a transient microstate percentage of 10.2623% using
P2ML and 10.7572% using our method.
4.8.3 Discussion
The biggest gain of using our method with respect to other algorithms is the computational
performance and the low memory footprint of the algorithm. Filters F1 and F2 can be
implemented using a streaming algorithm which alleviates the usage of main memory during
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computation. Table 4.8 compares the runtime performance of both approaches using a
basic Mathematica implementation (that could be converted to C for further optimization)
and a 64GB RAM 16 core machine. On the larger dataset (900,000 samples), the memory
footprint ranged from 10GB to 20GB for the P2ML approach and was negligeable using our
method. The memory footprint of our method scales linearly with the output which is itself
linear in the input. Since the bit vectors of F1 and F2 are sparse, the memory footprint can
furthermore be compressed using sparse matrix representations or low-level bit codes. A low
memory footprint makes our method suitable for integration in realtime subsystems.
In terms of precision, a 10% maximum deviation was found using this approximation
while the average deviation was 0.5%. Our method performed better when averaging was
used to aggregate results from diﬀerent runs of the algorithm. In the later case, a transient
microstate percentage of 10.7572% was computed with respect to a 10.2623% using P2ML.
Since the algorithm scales linearly in the input, repeating the algorithm a constant number
of times also incurs a linear complexity.
For many applications such as medical diagnosis, only the transient microstate percentage




Physiological methods used to analyze the conceptual design process form a compendium of
new and exciting methods to understand design. Currently, the most popular techniques
remain concurrent verbal protocols but physiological methods such as EEG are emerging and
promising. In this thesis, we have addressed the following 7 hypotheses using quantitative
EEG analysis on design protocol data to study the conceptual design process:
Hypothesis 1. Design protocol segmentation using EEG is a feasible method.
We addressed this hypothesis in Section 4.3 where we described a new algorithm to
segment design protocols using transient microstate percentages as a surrogate for mental
eﬀort. We showed that microstate segmentation can emulate basic manual segmentation. In
Section 4.4, we validated our method by comparing diﬀerent EEG features (spatio-temporal
and frequency domain) used to segment the design protocols and manual segmentation by
domain experts. The average deviation of the best performing algorithm was 2 seconds
while manual segmentations deviated by 1.5 second when compared to each other.
Hypothesis 2. Mental eﬀort can be measured using transient microstates.
We addressed this hypothesis in Section 4.2 by showing that transient microstates
somewhat correlated with mental eﬀort measured using subjective rating scales. We then
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posited the use of transient microstate percentages to measure the evoked mental eﬀort of
a subject performing tasks based on the heuristic that when a subject performs a bigger
eﬀort, the spatio-temporal patterns of his EEG changed more rapidly. Transient microstate
percetages were then shown to camp between 2-3% (for a subject at rest) to 15-20% (for a
subject performing a task needed large eﬀort).
Hypothesis 3. Eﬀort (and by extension fatigue) is subject to an ice-breaking and end of
task phenomena during the conceptual design process.
We addressed this hypothesis in Sections 4.5 and 4.6 by showing that the feature curves
for TYPE-2 Fatigue (i.e. (theta+alpha)/beta) spiked at the beginning and at the end of
the design episodes. We interpreted this as an ice-breaking phenomena and an end-of-task
phenomena (where fatigue accumulates by executing short repetitive tasks).
Hypothesis 4. Fatigue and eﬀort follow a capacity model.
We addressed this hypothesis in Section 4.6 by showing that the TYPE-2 Fatigue curve
correlated negatively with the transient microstate percentage curve. We then deduced that
a capacity model, where low levels of fatigue generated more capacity for mental eﬀort and
highe levels of fatigue generated lower capacity for mental eﬀort, could explain this negative
correlation.
Hypothesis 5. Fatigue is multidimensional.
We addressed this hypothesis in Section 4.5 where we showed that some metrics for
fatigue did not correlate with each other. This hypothesis is in line with the physiology
literature which reports that fatigue is a multidimensional concept.
Hypothesis 6. Concentration follows a modal shift model during the conceptual design
process.
We addressed this hypothesis in Section 4.6 by showing that when concentration (mea-
sured through beta features) was highly variable the associated video protocols seemed to
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indicate that the subject was actively thinking or being creative. We then posited that it
was not enough to determine segments where concentration was high and segments where
concentration levels where highly variable provided better results.
Hypothesis 7. Modal shifts in concentration indicate creativity.
We addressed this hypothesis in Sections 4.6 and 4.7 by showing that segments where
modal shifts in concentration occurred often happened when subjects were erasing completely
their previous designs and restarting a new design from scratch (which indicates heightened
creativity). We termed these segments tabula rasa events. We furthermore performed source
localization on these segments and determined that these tabula rasa events seemed to be
using high levels of insight and intuition, contradicting the mainstream opinion that the
level of nonconscious processing is negligible. Regions of the brain indicating insight (e.g.
left prefrontal lobe) dominated in around 25% of samples while logic and language regions
(e.g. right prefrontal lobe) dominated in around 20% of samples in the tabula rasa segments
we analyzed.
Through these 7 hypotheses, we have outlined methods and algorithms that can be used
to understand and describe quantitatively the conceptual design process.
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Appendix A: A Mathematica
Implementation of P2ML and
Transient Microstates Calculation
The code in Listing 1 is a Mathematica implementation of the P2ML algorithm. It requires
as input a data matrix of dimensions N ×M , where N is the number of samples and M
is the number of electrodes, a number of clusters (e.g. 4) and a convergence parameter 
(e.g. 0.0001). Additionally, it accepts the following options: MaxIterations (the maximum
number of iterations allowed), Verbose (print execution details) and Microstates (provide as
output parameters the microstates in addition to the segmentation).
The original P2ML algorithm is sensible to data lengths as it expects all clusters deﬁned
in the input parameter to be represented in the data. This occurs with higher probability
on longer epochs. Experimentally, an epoch length of 2, 500 samples at a data rate of 500
samples per second is usually enough. Future work could handle this error case.
Listing 1: P2ML Algorithm Implementation
1 MicrostateSegmentation[data0_,numclusters0_,epsilon0_,opts:OptionsPattern []]:=
2 Module [{data=data0,numclusters=numclusters0,epsilon=epsilon0 },
3 ARGMAX[vector_,clusters_ ]:= Flatten[Position [( clusters.vector)^2, Max[( clusters.vector)
^2]]][[1]];
4 centroids=RandomReal [{Min[Min[data ]],Max[Max[data ]]},{ numclusters ,63}];
5 centroids=centroids/Map[Norm,centroids ];
6 sigma0=ConstantArray [0, numclusters ];
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7 iter=If[Values@FilterRules [{opts},"MaxIterations"]=={}, Infinity,Values@FilterRules [{opts},"
MaxIterations"][[1]]];
8 For[i=1,i<=iter ,++i,
9 lk=Map[( ARGMAX [#, centroids ])&,data];
10 sk=Map[Function[var,Total[Map[Transpose [{#}].{#}&, data[[ Flatten[Position[lk,var ]]]]],1]],
Range[numclusters ]];
11 centroids=Map[( Eigensystem[sk [[#]]][[2,1]]) &, Range[numclusters ]];
12 sigma1=Map[Total,Outer [(data [[#2]]. data [[#2]]-( centroids [[#1]]. data [[#2]]) ^2)&, Range[
numclusters ],Range[Dimensions[data ][[1]]]]]/( Dimensions[data ][[1]]*( Dimensions[data
][[2]]-1));
13 If[Values@FilterRules [{opts},"Verbose"]=={ True},
14 Print["Iteration:"<> ToString[i]];
15 Print["Data_Variance:"<> ToString[Abs[sigma0-sigma1 ]]];
16 Print["Target_Variance:"<> ToString[epsilon*sigma1 ]];,
17 ];
18 Which[Total[Boole@Map [((Abs[sigma0-sigma1 ]) [[#]]<=( epsilon*sigma1)[[#]]) &,Range[numclusters
]]]!= numclusters,sigma0=sigma1,Total[Boole@Map [(( Abs[sigma0-sigma1 ]) [[#]]<=( epsilon*
sigma1)[[#]]) &, Range[numclusters ]]]== numclusters,Break [];];
19 ];
20 If[Values@FilterRules [{opts},"Microstates"]=={ True },{lk,centroids },lk]
21 ];
The code in Listing 2 is a Mathematica implementation of the P2ML regularized smooth-
ing algorithm. It requires a data matrix of the same dimensions as above, a number of
clusters (e.g. 4), a convergence parameter  (e.g. 0.0001), a smoothness penalty parameter
λ (e.g. 5) and a window size parameter w (e.g. 3).





3 ARGMAX[vector_,clusters_ ]:= Flatten[Position [( clusters.vector)^2, Max[( clusters.vector)
^2]]][[1]];
4 DELTA[x_,y_]:=If[x==y,1,0];
5 sigma0=ConstantArray [0, numclusters ];
6 iter=If[Values@FilterRules [{opts},"MaxIterations"]=={}, Infinity,Values@FilterRules [{opts},"
MaxIterations"][[1]]];
7 lk=Map[( ARGMAX [#, centroids ])&,data];
8 error=Map[Total,Outer[(data [[#2]]. data [[#2]]-( centroids [[#1]]. data [[#2]]) ^2)&,Range[
numclusters ],Range[Dimensions[data ][[1]]]]]/( Dimensions[data ][[1]]*( Dimensions[data
][[2]]-1));
9 For[i=1,i<=iter ,++i,
10 delta=Map[Function[var,Developer ‘PartitionMap[Total,Transpose[Outer[DELTA [#1,#2]&, lk,Range[
numclusters ]]][[ var ]],2* beta ,1]], Range[numclusters ]];
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11 regfactor=Map[PadRight[delta [[#]], Dimensions[data ][[1]], Last[delta [[#]]]]&, Range[numclusters
]];
12 lk=Flatten[Map[( Position [#, Min [#]]) &, Transpose[Outer[(data [[#2]]. data [[#2]]-( centroids [[#1]].
data [[#2]]) ^2)&, Range[numclusters ],Range[Dimensions[data ][[1]]]]/(2* error *( Dimensions[
data ][[2]]-1))-( lambda*regfactor)]]];
13 sigma1=Map[Total,Outer [(data [[#2]]. data [[#2]]-( centroids [[#1]]. data [[#2]]) ^2)&, Range[
numclusters ],Range[Dimensions[data ][[1]]]]]/( Dimensions[data ][[1]]*( Dimensions[data
][[2]]-1));
14 If[Values@FilterRules [{opts},"Verbose"]=={ True},
15 Print["Iteration:"<> ToString[i]];
16 Print["Data_Variance:"<> ToString[Abs[sigma0-sigma1 ]]];
17 Print["Target_Variance:"<> ToString[epsilon*sigma1 ]];,
18 ];
19 Which[
20 Total[Boole@Map [((Abs[sigma0-sigma1 ]) [[#]]<=( epsilon*sigma1)[[#]]) &,Range[numclusters ]]]!=
numclusters,sigma0=sigma1,Total[Boole@Map [((Abs[sigma0-sigma1 ]) [[#]]<=( epsilon*sigma1)




A sample usage to compute the transient microstate percentage is in Listing 3. It includes
the package we developed for the P2ML and regularized P2ML algorithms.
Listing 3: Transient Microstate Computation
1 In[1]:= Needs["EEGSegmentationTools ‘"]
2 In[2]:= DATA=Import["feb_05 (1) _2014-filter_eyeclosed.csv"];
3 In[3]:= segments=MicrostateSegmentation[DATA, 4,0.0001," Microstates ->True," MaxIterations
->100," Verbose ->True];
4 In[4]:= smoothsegments=MicrostateRegularizedSmoothing[DATA,segments [[2]],4,0.0001,5,3,"
MaxIterations ->100," Verbose ->True];
5 In[5]:= numsegments=Length[segments [[1]]]- Count[Differences[segments [[1]]],0];




Appendix B: A Mathematica
Implementation of LORETA
Listing 4 shows the computation of a brain model using 104 scalp ﬁeld map points and 452
voxel locations with parameter d = 0.21 interpolated on a unit sphere.
Listing 4: Computation of the Brain Model
1 In[1]:= scalp=Transpose [{ Transpose[DeleteCases[Tuples[Flatten [{Range [-1, 1, 0.17]}], 2]* Map[If
[#[[1]]^2 + #[[2]]^2 < 1, 1, Infinity] &, Tuples[Flatten [{ Range [-1, 1, 0.17]}],2]], {∞,
∞} | {∞,−∞} | {−∞, ∞} | {−∞, −∞}]][[1]], Transpose[DeleteCases[Tuples[Flatten [{
Range [-1, 1, 0.17]}], 2]*Map[If [#[[1]]^2 + #[[2]]^2 < 1, 1, Infinity] &, Tuples[Flatten [{
Range [-1, 1, 0.17]}],2]], {∞, ∞} | {∞,−∞} | {−∞, ∞} | {−∞, −∞}]][[2]], Sqrt[1 -
#1^2 - #2^2] & @@Transpose[DeleteCases[Tuples[Flatten [{ Range [-1, 1, 0.17]}], 2]*Map[If
[#[[1]]^2 + #[[2]]^2 < 1, 1, Infinity] &, Tuples[Flatten [{ Range [-1, 1, 0.17]}],2]],{∞, ∞
} | {∞,−∞} | {−∞, ∞} | {−∞, −∞}]]}];
2 In[2]:=d=0.21;
3 In[3]:= voxels=DeleteCases[Tuples[Flatten [{Range [-1, 1, d]}], 3]* Map[If [#[[1]]^2 + #[[2]]^2 +
#[[3]]^2 <= 1, 1, Infinity] &, Tuples[Flatten [{ Range [-1, 1, d]}],3]], {∞, ∞, ∞} | {∞,
∞, −∞} | {∞, −∞, ∞} | {∞, −∞, −∞} | {−∞, ∞, ∞} | {−∞, ∞, −∞} | {-∞, −∞,
∞} | {−∞, −∞, −∞}];
Listing 5 shows how to compute the resolution matrix T with conductivity σ = 0.185.
Listing 5: Computation of the LORETA Resolution Matrix
1 In[1]:= Sigma =0.185;
2 In[2]:=K=Partition[Flatten[Transpose[Table [(1/4 Pi Sigma)*(2*( scalp[[i]] - voxels [[j]])/Norm[
scalp[[i]] - voxels [[j]]]^3 +1/( Norm[scalp[[i]]]* Norm[scalp[[i]] - voxels [[j]]]*( Norm[
scalp[[i]]]* Norm[scalp[[i]] - voxels [[j]]] + scalp[[i]].( scalp[[i]] - voxels [[j]])))*(
scalp[[i]]* Norm[scalp [[i]] - voxels [[j]]] + (scalp[[i]] -voxels [[j]])*Norm[scalp[[i]]])),
{i, 1, Length[scalp ]}, {j, 1, Length[voxels ]}]]], 3* Length[voxels ]];
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3 In[3]:=B=(6/d^2) (KroneckerProduct [0.5 (IdentityMatrix[Length[voxels ]] + Inverse[
DiagonalMatrix[Table[If[Norm[voxels [[i]] - voxels [[j]]] == d, 1/6, 0], {i, 1, Length[
voxels ]}, {j, 1, Length[voxels ]}]. ConstantArray [1, Length[voxels ]]]]).Table[If[Norm[
voxels [[i]] - voxels [[j]]] == d, 1/6, 0], {i, 1, Length[voxels ]}, {j, 1, Length[voxels ]}],
IdentityMatrix [3]] - IdentityMatrix [3* Length[voxels ]]);
4 In[4]:= Ktemp=Map [(1/4 Pi Sigma)*(2*( scalp [[#[[1]]]] - voxels [[#[[2]]]])/Norm[scalp [[#[[1]]]]
- voxels [[#[[2]]]]]^3 + 1/( Norm[scalp [[#[[1]]]]]* Norm[scalp [[#[[1]]]] - voxels
[[#[[2]]]]]*( Norm[scalp [[#[[1]]]]]* Norm[scalp [[#[[1]]]] - voxels [[#[[2]]]]] + scalp
[[#[[1]]]].( scalp [[#[[1]]]] - voxels [[#[[2]]]])))*(scalp [[#[[1]]]]* Norm[scalp [[#[[1]]]] -
voxels [[#[[2]]]]] + (scalp [[#[[1]]]] - voxels [[#[[2]]]])*Norm[scalp [[#[[1]]]]])) &, Outer
[List, Range[Length[scalp ]], Range[Length[voxels ]]] // Flatten [#, 1] &];
5 In[5]:= Omega=DiagonalMatrix[ParallelTable[Sqrt[Total[Map[Ktemp [[#*i]]. Ktemp [[#*i]] &, Range[
Length[scalp ]]]]], {i, 1, Length[voxels ]}]];
6 In[6]:=W=( KroneckerProduct[Omega, IdentityMatrix [3]]).Transpose[B].B.( KroneckerProduct[Omega,
IdentityMatrix [3]]);
7 In[7]:=T=Inverse[W]. Transpose[K].( PseudoInverse[K.Inverse[W]. Transpose[K]]);
Listing 6 shows how to compute the LORETA densities from a scalp ﬁeld map. We
interpolate the 2D scalp ﬁeld values that we have to a 3D scalp ﬁeld map model of 107
points using radial basis interpolation.
Listing 6: Computation of the LORETA Densities
1 In[1]:= dataz=Import["april_2 (1) _excerpt_tabularasa.csv"];
2 In[2]:= datagridpolar ={{-18, 0.5111}, {0, 0.2556}, {-39, 0.33333}, {-54, 0.51111}, {-72,
0.63889}, {-69, 0.39444}, {-45, 0.17778}, {-90, 0.25556}, {-90, 0.51111}, {-108,
0.63889}, {-111, 0.39444}, {-135, 0.17778}, {180, 0.25556}, {-141, 0.33333}, {-126,
0.51111}, {-162, 0.51111}, {180, 0.51111}, {162, 0.51111}, {141, 0.33333}, {126,
0.51111}, {108, 0.63889}, {111, 0.39444}, {135, 0.17778}, {90, 0.25556}, {90, 0.51111},
{72, 0.63889}, {69, 0.39444}, {45, 0.17778}, {39, 0.33333}, {54, 0.51111}, {18, 0.51111},
{-38, 0.51111}, {-23, 0.41111}, {0, 0.38333}, {-22, 0.27778}, {-49, 0.41667}, {-72,
0.51111}, {-62, 0.27778}, {0, 0.12778}, {-90, 0.12778}, {-90, 0.383333}, {-108, 0.51111},
{-118, 0.27778}, {-158, 0.27778}, {-131, 0.41667}, {-144, 0.51111}, {-157, 0.41111},
{180, 0.38333}, {157, 0.41111}, {144, 0.51111}, {131, 0.41667}, {158, 0.27778}, {180,
0.12778}, {118, 0.27778}, {108, 0.51111}, {90, 0.38333}, {90, 0.12778}, {62, 0.27778},
{72, 0.51111}, {49, 0.41667}, {22, 0.27778}, {23, 0.41111}, {38, 0.51111}};
3 In[3]:= datagrid=Map[{x[[2]]* Cos[x[[1]]* Pi /180], x[[2]]* Sin[x[[1]]* Pi /180]}&, datagridpolar ];
4 In[4]:= datarow=dataz [[1]];
5 In[5]:= data3d=Table[{ datagridratio [[i]], datarow [[i]]}, {i, Length[datarow ]}];
6 In[6]:= fun=Interpolation[data3d, Method -> "RBF", RadialBasisFunction -> "Gaussian",
DistanceFunction -> EuclideanDistance ];
7 In[7]:= interpolatedV=Map[fun [#[[1]], #[[2]]] &, grid]
8 In[8]:=J=T.interpolatedV;
9 In[9]:= Jdensity=Partition[J, 3];
10 In [10]:= Jmagnitude=Map[Norm [#] &, Jdensity ];
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